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Tk= t€l6Commvjnications industry in zhe United S-5-: = s has
recrnxly b=€n undergoing a period cf rapid change. Tc
'rnn^nce the adm inistrat iva capabilities of base personnel
ar;d tc obtain the nest cost-ef f v-cti ve telephone ^guipm^nt
and services, the mili-ary base commander aust unders-.and
-.hi ev=n-3 which have shaped relay's tel^ccminunica-icn:^
industry, appreciate t hs options which are beconiing avai-
laoie, and insist tnat the base telephone criicer practice
the sound Jianagement techniques of a tel sco maun icat ions
aanager in acquistiicn and management of the base telephon-
syst em.
In furtherance of these objectives, this thesis presents
f historical survey of the industry, concentratinga -> - - fi
Uyon rcC€nt develo f ment s, and presents a paradigm fo-
?:•; "lagement , operations, and analysis of military base t==le-
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Ir -h€ iat-er half of the twenti=3th century, zh- -8l<=-
phons haS become the symbol of -^he abili-y ~o achieve
ins- 5r.-ar.€ou£ ccrnmunica-ions among all the world's P'=rC?l=s,
vii-h th3 premise and -he threa- -.ha- such cc mmunica-icns
imply. ThrcughcuT the world, but par-icularly in -he -^.ech-
nologically advanced coun-ries, -rys-s are made, fortune?
are wen and lost,- and wars are averred m conversations
transmitted ever telephone networks. Nowhere is this situa-
tion truer than ir the United States, The American
TelephOwr and Telegraph Company rightly proclaims that the
United States envoys the best telephone system in the en- ire
world. In this country alone, there are mrre than one
hundred and seventy- fiv= million telephona instruments.
Until recently, most of the telephones were -h? stan-
dard, ittary-dial black models found in nearly every home
and office. These were simply taksn for gran-ed as was -he
service that they provided. Only wnen this service was
lG5t--as it was after the major switchboard fire m New York
City in 19 7 5-- did the ordinary user Dec erne aware of its
presence and of the changes it had made in his cr h^r way of
However, technological changes first made possible by
the inv9r.-ion of the transistor at the 3ell Laboratory in
1S47 have begun to bring about dramatic changes in the tele-
phone communications world. The black rotary-dial telephone
is being rapidly replaced by pushbutton-dial instrur.ent?
with which the user can talk to machines and computers, as
well as hith other humans. Phones with small transceiver
11

ur.irs, and car phone units, are bringing -he world? cf -.It-
phony and radio closer toga-her. Sl'^cnrom echanicsl ^v.-ii-
chgaar is being replaced by electronic switches which =r=-
tantaiEcam: tc computers.
Scphisticatsd users have become aware that telej^hcn^ and
similar ^ype networks are valuable, not only for ^zi.c-. -r^n-
smissicns, but also for data -ransui ssions into, out zt , and
between electronic ccmputers. In fact, voice and da-^.a t^ch-
nolDgiis are rapidly nier ging--niodulating/de scdal^t ma
devices (lodeins) convert the computer's digital signals into
aralcc signals which can easily be transmitted alorg voice-
grads telephone circuits, and signals generated dv th- huian
voice ciiV. easily be ccnverted into digital pulses for -ran-
Emission along paths originally developed for data
transrris "ion— so that voice and data transmissions today =r
"
cft^n spoken of under tne common r'lbtic of
telrccmmunica-^ions. i
E. THE TELECOaMONICiTIONS INDOSTHY IN THE UNITED STSTSS
To .Ticst ^^ericans, teleohon- rn^ans America'
T:-lichone an! T rl egrapn--the Bell System. Aiiierira:
T-l^thcne and Trl-graph (a.T'>T) is the largest torpor at i-.::: i"
th 9 world with ^ssets in excess of one hundred billif
dollars. It eiT'ploys more than a million pe:;ole, has ?icr
than tr.r = e million stockho ld«^rs whc together own ir.crs "ha:
nine hundred million shares cf stocK, and i- receives n-arl^
eighty c ill ion dollars in revenue each year from which i'
il-i
-hi= pao--, the tern telecommunications wii^
cr=»dciiii'^ ^^n- ly "to voice communications equipment ana
ho-vrrx-. However, unless evident from the contrX- or
exDlicL-ly stated, the discussion will be ^ applicable - : roth




gansiatcc 3€V9n billicn dcllars in prcfi-
eighty p=rc9n-: of ^he talsphcns bisr.niss
S*ar;€S arid nin 9t y-se v-sn parcsnt of iiha
Arc
nra-n-'"-^-r. g-ai
sations in ths ccunrry are transxiit^d over i-? ^itwcrks.
livs hundred and twenty-sev9n million conv^rs-i-ior. s a cav
ar9 ccnducted on i"^£ more than on? hundred ^nc forty-two
millicn tslcphon? instruments.
ATS I has followed what the studen-s of business
I'^fer to as a defender strategy. The companv :: ~ j'?alcus of
i-s position in the telecommunications industry -.-d would
likr to seal off the portion of -he marks- which i- now
serves oc create a stable domain. To disccurag-: cov.p^ti-ion
i- uses competinive pricing, high-quality prodnc-.s, and
as ± cr.i e v-c -I7hfavoratle gcvernicent regulations. Tt
degree of -echnological efficiency by vernioil _n: s gr^.- ion
from 01 cnuf acturing of equipm-n' by its wholly own-d s'lbsi-
diary. Western Electric, to ins- all an ion , -, ,* repair
equipirer.n connected tc iis network a ;: the cus-oner * -: hor- or
office. As a defender, 3'=ll's weakness as lie in i*£ lack of
comTiitiren- -c innovation, and its -endency no and -;t astr.mana
de valopiTients outside of ins domain [Ref. 1]. It opr-ran^s m
an industry where barriers to entry by ccmp=rnina rirm? are
very high, especially required capital ouniay-: and -^echrolo-
gica 1 know-how. Bell emphasizes the streng-hi- of -he firm,
the values accrued by th= size of ins networks, -he reli-
ability of its service, and the effici'=ncv of i~s
operations. AT5T cultivates ins matern??lis-,ic ixage--the
tenevclen* .^a Bell.
2 • Il1]J£12I Prospecns
The telecommunications industry in the United S'-^ates
has entered the final twenty years of the cennury enjoying
an annual income in excess of nineny billion dollars winh
expectanions of doubling this winhin the next five years.
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In acci-icn to this <=xpsc-^i'l grow-.n,
-h^s industry--'i; = c i-
=
the drf?r.dTr s-.rategy ^^i?.? Icy^
.i by i-s dcainant cliv-r
—
thriv-^s in an environu::^n~ of ?>:ci*ing t -chncloTical
inncv=-icn.
Kcw9v<?r, the incun-ry is ilsc undergoing a p9r-?: of
major £*ructural change as a r^sul-: of zvc z-a?.-
^vsn^s-'-h? Federal Coamunica-c;. dls Ccniinissicn ' s 196 J
Computer Inquiry II Eecision in-ind-=d --; r«.ciic«;
-^hs held
wl.ich Aii'=rican Tsiiohcne and Tr-lvcrapi. ' 3 .Tubsidiary , i^-^^^-^rn
Zl^.ctrjLC, has on the t => 1-ic omaun ica: . ons L-qaipmen- mar'<-- a^
Will as to in-ro^uce new co nip-=^i:i~icn m-c zh-? indus-ry; =n i
the January, 1982, Cons 5n- Agre^rn~=n-c bs-W'=!en Amerioan
I-^l^phcn= and Telegraph and nh^ Depar-in'^;i- cf Ju3-ic= (OCJ)
o : owner sni c cby whicn AiST a:3reec id iiv-3~ i-:3<=;
~wen-y--wc local operating compani~£.
-• hH Ini'is-rv In Flax
The Conouner Inauiry II D?c:-sio: =.id the Co^.s-n"
ATr^^^inenn will r-'S-iit in n he ,i-n i of Anerioa- Telephone- -^nl
T-liqra^h's vernical in* -gr i~-i-::n . iicwavEr, a- nhe v=ry -,-_t,-
nnan ATST is a^r.ing prepar an irn-"> z'j breac up ins verni^ally
in-.egranad ocmpa-y by divesrnng inself on ins local exh-ng^
/*'^71Q.— p'^
— *^ 10-ma .J.:! 'J none on r in ess zo
aisnanc^ nenworics. General Teiepr.cn- and Elecnronics (Gli),
-he largesn independent local -el.-sphDne company, has bsgun
its own vernical integranion prograra oy builiina a sanellite
network in crder to enter inno the long dis-ance rnarken in
S.^,^ - "din ion nhe Iccal teleohonsi market where in now
operates.
Other long distance carriers such as Graphic
Scanning, MCI Coramunicanions Corporation ani Western Union
as cf June, 1982, had applied for licenses no sen up
cellular, mobile car telephone networks than will evennually
compete winh local phone corapanirs.
14

M-rrili lynch, the fcrolcer'iga firm, is n^go-is-f-g a
jcint vsnture with WfrStern Union to build a -<5isc3minur.ica-
tio-xS center m N'rW York Ciry rhar will pur ri'^rrill Lynch
into com p i^ition with the common carriers.
Although CO pert unities for new entrants in-c zh~
teleccaniunicat;.ons industry in the 1980«s are still limited
ty "he relatively large capital requir-sments , Robert ?
Feuss, Chairman of CENT EL Corporation believes -hat,
"Barriers to market entry have almost all disappeared."
[Ref. 2: p. 60].
C. EFFECT OPON {"ILITART COMMUNICATIONS
''
• yili ta r y Ea^j Coajiunicat ions
Military bas^ cori'manders are acutely aware of th =
iniportance of - -.^lecn lEunica tions systems to the admin i-tra-
tiv- efficiency with which base personnel are able to
accoTipli-h their jobs, anc of th= many hundreds and/or thou-
sands of dollars 5pent each month on providing ftr and
main tain 1 ret these services;.
Until r^-cently, acguirina non-mission critical -ele-
phone eauipment and ^ervi.ces has not proven to be a very
difficult job- If new aquipmsnt and/or services ver-
required, the ccia:?. inicaT i ons officer would call the local
^el^phcr.e ccrapany or call ATST directly and order wha* was
required. The respective phone system would ccn^^er-
requirement .e into equipment and systems, install the
systems, and send a bill--the rates all carefully spelled
cut in tariffs filed with the Federal Communica-icns
Commission (FCC) or with the state Public U-^ili-ies
Commission. If the requirements exceeded the ccmmun ica-ions
officer's one thousand dollar obligatory limit, he or she
merely went to the next eschelon or to the Defense
Commercial Communications Office at Scott Air Force 3a:^e in
15

Iliincio, and thes? agencies would nake the a.rr'n.qm-^r.-s
wi-;: th-3 local telephone company or wirh ATST.
If a telephone serving a particular base experienced
£ failure, the base ccmmunica rions officer would call -he
Iccai phcn-; company and log out the circuit. The aporo-
pri-ite chone ccmpany technicians would -.roubleshoc-, -he
circuit and th= ccapany's repairmen would effect th-
rsquired repairs, i«hen -he circuit was again operational.
the p. '5 n
'
company representative would call the ccmmunica-
tior. r :ffic€r an-i advise hi a or her cf the f aci-
.
2.. The Issu =s
This thesis will investigate the recent, aajor
changes i;-. the t elecommunicaticns industry in crder to
dit ermine rfhat effects these changes may have on the effi-
ciency of -he base telephone system, and tc lock for any
cpporruni- i =s which may beccme available to enhance this
efficiency,, to decrease tel-phone system costs, cr -o do
toth.
During this investigation it will b=ccme apparent
tha- -.-.e recent pur-urbati ens within and without -he -ele-
cca:?. jr. icat ions industry which have forced radical changes Dr.
the y^y that th^ industry's firms do business, will ftrce
radical changes on th«= way that the military base commander
exercises cost-eff active local resource allocation.
Confrcrted with the rapidly changing tel^cc mmunica-icns
environment, the irilitary base telephon^/ccramun ica-icns
officer will be thrust into a much broader role with
substantially greater challenges and re sponsitili-i =3.
5eaping the economic and operational benefits which the
recen-^ changes in the industry are making possible to the
user cf teleccmmunications services will require planning,
visior and knowledge. The challenges are grea* , bu-^ -h^
opportunities are greater. The military base coamunica-icns
16

officer vihc knows hew to plan, who can se- goals fcr -h*?
fu-ar€, ozid who knows where
-he industry has b^en ar.-i wh=rrf
it is jikrly to go, will fir.i his or hsr job 9xcitir.g and
rewarding.
Since planning, acquisition, and management of -ela-
ccmmunicaticrs squipiient and servic^^s in the future will
require much mor? refined managerial skills and tf^chniauss,
in this paper the ailitary base comaiunications/telsphcn-.
officer will be refirrad to as the bas a tel^co mmuricaticns
manager, as indeed he or she will be in reali'y.
-• li-f Pr es^nt a ticn
An important tool for understanding the ev-nt?
taking olace in and around the telecommunications industry
today which should te available to th3 military bas3 ^^le-
coramunications manager is an understanding of the his-crical
antecedents to these events. Therefore, this paper will
begin with a sketch of the history of tha telecommunica-icns
industry, placing emphasis on periods of increasing competi-
tion, and on the interaction between the Depart 3! = n* c^.
Defense and -^he industry. Also, since acvarnent interven-
tion has played a very imoor-ant part in "^h^ rec=n-
restruct uring process now going on in the industry, th'
changing emphasis placed on industry regulation by the
governmsnt will else be discussed.
This will be followed by a discussion of the mcs*
recent developments: increasing competition, thr Federal
Communications Commission's Computer Inquiry II Decision,
and the rscent consent agreement between ATST and the
Department of Justice. Following that, a descrioticn of the
industry with which the military base tel ?ccmmunications




Wi-h -this backgr-und, -he op port unit iss l.\ r.r>T
chall'=ngG£ ccnf renting the military oasa telecommur.ics.'-.icns
manager will be analysed, various new equipm'int and 58rvic =
cpticrs will be discussed, and acquisit-ion and mar.ag'^iasnt
straregies will fce developed. Finally, a short discussion
of possible future develop toents within the teleccininur.i ca-
tions industry will be offered, in order to point cut seme
cf che many as yet unanswered questions abou^ che directions
towards >ihich th? telecommunications industry will proceed,






Ir. cider ic gaic a deeper under s-andir.g
incr^as^s in corn ceu it ion will nean "o ihs tsl=cc.Tiaur.ica~ic]:£
indus-ry ar.d the affec- thss? chang-:-3 will havo^ en "lie
management cf the mili-ary base -slecoannanica* ions t-icil;.-
-ies, it viill be valuable tc reach oack sligh-^-ly '.nor = -han ?
cen-ury to the invention of the telephone, ard look r- -h:.s
and ether periods of competition.
E. CCMFZTITION LED TOWARDS RZGOLATION
When Alexander Graham Bell's initial tel'^phcne oa-eit
rights expired in the mid- 1390' s, there began a period .if
intense ccmpetition between Bell's cojipany an i th'- :ifj'^Lpi oz
independent companies which had sprung-up en -he rc":*'. = = thit
Eell ha-^ not beer: able to cover before the protvcticn cf th='
patents ran out. By 19 10 -^hs independent (non-Bell) tele-
phone corrpanies accounted for nearly half of the -eiephcnT
mar^cet, an i rat=s had dropped sharply. Bell ccan"'ied its
compe titers by refusing interconnection intc? its n'^t works,
buying-out the competitors, and various o-^her anti-
competitive tactics.
When the states, beginning with Indiana in 1885, star-ed
regulating rates on local telephone service, "-he 3=11
Company had opposed the action as unfair iiscriainati en.
However, by the turn of the century it nad beccire apparent
to all involved that the only way to achieve stability -^nd
rationality in the telephone industry was through some -ype
of gcvernff.ent regulation. iJhen Theodora Vail was recalled
after a twenty-five year hiatus to reassume control ever th=
19

Eeli Cc.-npany in 1906, h^ ins-igaxed a s-cartling, ir.ricvativ?
£-.rd*€gy cf "rmbracing rsgula-ion becaus? it was ir. the b^s-
ir.-3r€s- of ths company [Ref. 3: p. 152]. Ir. 1910 'ha * = la-
phor.e indus^y was placsd undsr the Interstate Ccnnierc?
Commissicr. (ICC) .
With zh~ devslopusnr of -the died s in 16 96 and -h? -ricd-
in 1907, true long dis-ancs cciniDur. ica tior.s n-rtworks became
feasible. Both tal-=phon=5 and radiD i^pani^d r?-oidly and sc
did the nascent fields of racnion pic-ores and broadcasting,
leading -to the establishment of th-^ redei'al Ccmmunica-ions
Confimissicn (FCC) by the Communications Act of 193U. The 7CC
maintainad relatively tight control of the * eleccminurica-
tions industry for the next quarter cf a c-=:ntury. From it-
inception until the mid- 1960*5, "^he FCC made almost nc deci-
sion which did anything but reject the va.rious -^ffcr-s of
the challenaers to enter the established markets of the
ccmmcn carriers.^
During the thirties and forties, th-: only s-"^rvice in
which there was direct competition anong the carriers was
private leased line service, where A:?&T and Western Union
offered competing interstate lin-i-s f:^r hi:ih volume communi-
cat ions users, 3
The industry structure was probaoly appropriate for th=
time. Little need existed for service other than tradi-
tional voice telephone service. The right-of-way land
costs, and other problems cf building competing wireline
net w k:s either between ci-.ies or within a city. mad-
competiticn impractical. Thus markets for both t rar -mission
2A ccmmcn carrier is a company which furnishes public
telecommunications facilities, e.g., a telephone or"""ele-
craoh coirpany [Ref. U ].
^Leased line service is service whereby a user ccn-racts




s?^r7ic-es and t^rminnl equipraant were well serv?d. From -h'^
gov^rnrD^r.-t' £ poinz cf vir-w, the dual naxicnal policy ofcj^c-
tiv~« of afforiabl^, un:.ver3al service and -he construction
cf -h€ irco- rapid aid effi::ient sys^iea possible were besi
fulfilled through the regulated monopoly marke- struciura.
C. flILITASY
ISDOSTHY
I N?OL CEMENT WITH THE TELECOMMONICATIONS
The fir?t t e leco caunica-irns systems were developed for
military use by the Frsnch any under Napoleon which bail- =
sysie!!! of si anal :o*'->r=: each equipped wi-
h
v:.sua _
signaling device and \ telescope. Similar systems wer-
proposed for th-^: United States during the '/^ar of 1812 bu":
were r.c- built. [Ref. 3: p. 55].
After invention cf the telegraph in 1336, Samuel Morse
and his backers first attempted to sell the oat en- s tc -h'=
United 3-ates gcvernient, but despite tne recommendations of
the Fcstir,as-er General, Amos Kendall, who wanted to put th =
develccment of the telegraph under the aegis of -he Post
Cffice (as it eventually came to be in almost ev-=ry oth'^r
country) c no r e emarred. [Raf. 3: p. 62]. However, th=^
government did get actively involved in the develcpTient of
the telegraph during thi- Civil War and, by the time th'= War
was over, the telegraph had become a truly nationwide ccnimu-
nications network.
Just as "^he Civil War had had a dramatic effect on the
development of the telegraph industry, the -slephcne
industry and the entire telecommunications industry bene-
fitted significantly by go vernments ' s need to ccipmunicate
during the First World War. That event, coupled with -he
earlier developments in vacuum tube technology, led to the




The period just prior to ^h? Firs^. World War had b-sn a
paricd cf interse technological d^viiopmen- fostered by
close cccperaticn between the War Department and h'^ US
c^leccniinunicctions industry. Transatlan-ic telephone
service in the United States had been initiated in 19 14,
and, in the fall of 1915, transatlantic radio ccminunica-icns
w-r= T5-.atliHihed using Bell Sysrem amplifiers and a Navy
antenna a^ Arlingron, Va. That November zh^ first naval
order ever sent by rad icralephone was -ransmitted bv
Jcsspha.v Eaniels, Secretary of -he Navy, ~c Rear Admiral
Ushar It -he Brooiclyn Navy Yard.
The military importance of these harbingers cf th- sncr-
nious axten;:ions cf -he scope and capability of
t-lrccininunicc.tions l=d General ^IcComb, President of -he Amy
iJar Ccllege,, tc invite the Chief Engineer of the 3=11
System., o.J.c:art.y, tc deliver a confidential lecture b'^^for^
the War Ccll'^ge en "Ihe Organization, Plant and Personnel of
-he Sell Syj;tera". This lecture was repeated a few weeks
later b-rtcre -he Naval War College. [Ref. 5].
In April of 19 16, Bell Sys-em engineers began instal-
lating a rad;'.o telephone on th<^ USS New Hampshire, and on
^.5.Y 7, -;iis equipment, together with a -ransmitt incr instal-
lation c t Arlington, Va. and a receiving instaila-ion at
NcrfclXi, Va. , was utilized in a demonstration of lonq
distarce ra^iio telephone for the Navy Department. Tnis
d-mon it ration was part of a national mobilization tes^
conducted by the Bell System for the Navy durina which all
the United States Navy Yards were connected via telephone
circuits to the office of the Secretary of the Navy simu-
lating war-time readiness. Using a combination cf Bell
System faciliti-s and its own radio stations, -he Navy
communicated satisfactorily from Washington, D.C. to the
Panama Canal Zone (2,100 miles), .lare Island, Ca. (3,200
iriles), and Honolulu (6,000 miles). This mobilizaticn tes-
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was dens without any qovTrnmant financing and wa^ in
respcnsr to a letter from Jcsephus Danisls to Theodore Vail.
During 1916 Vail led the Bell System in quie-. cr=!para-
tion for a war which had begun to appear not only possible,
tuz protable. A considerable number of 39II System
employees had been engaged in the military campaign along
the Mexican border as members of ^.hi National Guard and
their experience helped to bring to the attention of Vail
'"he need fcr preparedness. Construction plans were enlarged
to impr'^ve the nation's peacetime ta lecommunications facili-
ties fceyona the scope which would be required fcr ncrial
econoicic growth and expansion. Top Bell System managers
drew up plans for possible mobilization of trained
craftsmen, research scientists, engineers, and managers and
workmen in th= Western Electric factories.
Ball's Chief Engineer, J.J. Carty, was commissioned a
major in the Army Signal Corps in 1916 --the hiqh-^st posi-
tion which it was possible to issue to a reserve officer and
the first such commission issued by the Signal Ccrps.
The American Army, of all the armies in the field during
the First World Was uas the only one able to avail itself of
the capabilities of radiotelephone [ Hef - 5: p. 22],
In July 1918, President Woodrow Wilson issued a procla-
mation assuming control of the national telephone and
•*-ele graph systems m the Onited States, placing the.x under
the direction of the Post Office Department. However, th=
Postmaster General did not get actively involved in ^h-
management of the telecommunications industry and his
authority was relinquished one year lat=r [Ref. 5: p. 28].
Curing World War I, th€ United States ^favy assumed
resDonsitilty fcr all infringements on the British Marconi
radio patents and responsibility for all radio servic=s.
The Navy also wanxed to retain control of all coas-.al radio




During World War II, Bsll Laboratories p'^rfcrn^^-i
-ncr*^
than two thousand projects for -ha mili-ary. '^~s"rr^-
Electric, the Bell Systems's manufacturing srm, h<^lp--ed
produce radar ar.d gun directior. sys-sms, commur.ica-icns
equipmert, sonar, croximiTy fuses, aagne-ic mines, and
acoustic torpedoes.
The close relationship between the Department of Defense
and the telecommunications industry in the preparation for
and the execution of the country's defense^ continued after
World iiar II. In the early 1950's nianagement prolrlsiTjs
develcpec at the Sandia Laboratories at which comDonents for
nucleor weapons yere produced. Sell Laboratories and later
Western Electric took over the management duties and tne
problems were resolved [Ref. 3: p. 188-190]. Today th^
Sandia Latcrator ies are Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned
subsidiary cf Western Electric, run with help—fcr no f-^
from the Eell Lairoratories.
Ther€ ars many o":her examples. For instance, the Bell
System built the first switched military -elephone nstwcrk,
A'JTOVCN, which has become the worli's largest private
network, and it installed the ccmmunicat ions equipment in
the Ccnibat Operations Center of tha North American Defense
Command, deep within a hollcwed-oat mountain in Cclor^do.
Eell Icbcra-^criss has worked on the development cf radar,
sonar, and fire-control systems, was the orim= contractor or
the Nike anti-aircraft missile and the Safeguard
Anti-kallistic Missile System, and managed the Distan- Early
Warning <CEW) line of radar stations from Alaska to Iceland,
ror decades. Bell System engineers have hardened cables and
placed switching centers outside metropolitan ar^as, on the
assumption that they would be the first to go in a nuclear
attack. [Eef. 6]. Bell Labs has done a great deal of
research into protection of communications systems against
electromagnetic pulse (SMP) , the burst cf electromagnetic
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€r.9rgy that is created when a nuclear w?apcr. exploits ir. th=;
upper atmcsphers and which is capable of knockir.g Cu- the
nation's entire conmunica tions systeiii--botn
-nili-.r.iy and
civilian, and is actively see'<ing to aicre
--hap. triple it-
amount tf defense work [ Ref . 7],
Sc close was the relationship between DOD and ATP/r t ha*
during the antitrust hearings against ATST and (ves-ern
Electric during 198 1, a report prepared by Depaitjient of
Cefenss lawyers stated:
DOD can unequivocally state that divest, i-ur?^ =s
currently proposed ty Justice (i.e. divertitur:i by AlZT
01 Its western Electric subsidiary, its Icnq i.i.-.=s
Department, and of some of its oosratinq comcani -s)
would, cause substantial harm to national 'd^ fense ^nd
security and emergency preparedness telecomniu^ ivo?,- '' -'n «
capability. [3ef. 8: p. 990].
D. FIBST &STITROST iCTION
In 1949 the Department of Justice (DOJ) initiated anti-
trust proceedings against Western Sl-3ctiic, tha
manufacturing arm of the Bell System. The Ju-tice
Department charg-rd Western Electric and AT&T with a c^rsci-
racy to restrain trade, and charged Western Elect'cic with
ironopclizing the market for telephones and relat'-d ecuip-
ment, both practices in violation of the Shsrman Anti-rust
Act . In 1956 AT&T and the DOJ settled on a consent acree-
ment in which AT&T and Western Electric agreed to res-rict
their activities solely to the requlatad tel rcoamunioat ions
world in le-^-urn for cessation of the antitrust suit. On-^
reason why the Justice Department agreed to drop -he sui-
against Western Electric was that the prosecutors though-




I. AITEBUATIVS IBANSMISSIOH iSSTHODS
Durirc the pericd fcl lowing Korli War II, a chink
appear-^i in the Eell Syst^.m's armor vhich culminated in the
rCC's Abcvs 890 Decision in 1959. Prior to the war, th=
Eell System had invested extensively in coaxial cabl?
systsis in anticipation of video traf^'ic. Th^ war %ffor-^
had produced a series of "echnological dev=lopments which
produced an alterna-ivs techni i;ie f-^r broad-band
coin!nunica"^icns--micr cwav r point-t o-pci!.-; transmission.
Microwave -ransmissicn used tachnology fcr ./hich AT5T dii
not held paisnts; and it did no': r^quir^ ::igh -s-of -way , * has
bypassing two of the significant bam3r-3 to entry into thv
t-rlrccaimunications field. The low cos-^ of nicrowave -tran-
smission relative to lcn:T distance tal^pnone service costs
at th€ time also made private networks dttr~,ctive *:c larg =
companies with a high volume of internal traffic.
Also af-er "^.he war, the market foT tel^'vision video
began to develop with Western Union and Philco building
microwave networks on the East Coast. AT&T simply refused
to interconnect tnese networks into th'-f; Bell System. Eu*
even though the FCC allowed AT5T to refuse int erconnec^. ion
by th€ Western Union or by the Philco networsk, nevertheless
IBM, GE, Paytheon and Philco embarked on building their own
micro via ve networks in the late 19-»v)'s (IBM's and GE's
networks were for data transmission, not video), and AT&T
was forced to enter a crash program to build its own micro-
wave ne-^ works.
AT&T then attempted to exert it.:? influence with the
FCC to reserve usage of microwave frequencies above 891
aiegahertz (MHz) , to common carriers only. In the Above S90
Decision in 1959, the FCC denied this restriction ?nd mad^
it possible for private users to gain access to
frequencies— with FCC approval, of course--and for l^rge
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tusir.€ssss -:c construct networks to serve their own r.'i^ds.
HOW'S ver, privat-^ networks wer-; still unable -o intirccr.r.ict
wita the B'rll Sys-ceni. [Rsf. 10],
Ir. th€ Above 890 Decision,
-hs FCC Commissior- = r3 disa-
greed with the Department of Justice prosecutors'
reservations concerning the probable consequences of
increased ccmpe titi or, upon th-3 telecooiaunicatior.s indus-ry,
and entered one of the Co mmiissicn' s first naior an-i-3ell
decisions: "We feel *ha" extended eligibility will affcrd a
competitive: spur to the iT.anufacturing of equipment ard in
the develcpment cf the cciniaunication art " [Ref. 9: p. 81.].
When faced with the inicrcw^.ve challenge, AT5T responded
by offering services not previously available. Initially it
cffired bundled telecommanications packages called "Telpak"
which cifersd large users substantial savings over private
line rates. In this aggressive effort to keep i-^.s competi-
tors at bay, th'e 3ell Syscem was offering a dramatic
reduction lz rates---£0 dr'-imatLc that the FCC latsr disal-
lowed seme cf the Telpak tariffs which they described as
"predator y"--3cl =ly to f::;rce 3ut the competition. (Rates
which were initially Srjt w«^Ll below anything that -h =
ccmpetiticn could feasibly cff = r were fcllow^^d by two price
--r'T-'sgca^
'*"o—a'^lin'T r. — a~''7 sev5nty oe'^'cent in —he rext ten.
non- inflationary years, Telpak is p.o longer available to
new subscribers in any ^om,) A more successful effort
developed hy th= 3ell System in order to meet -^he new
competition head-on was th= highly successful WATS System,*
WATS (Wide Area Telephone Service) may be either inward
or outward. WATS inward is an arrangement whereby a
customer, hy oaying a charge. can authorize a telethon<=^
comp»"y to route calls in to the customer trom calling lines
in pr€sc^ib<=d areas without the callers being required to
pay for their calls. WATS ou'-ward is an arrangement whereby
p=vm<=n- by "^le customer cf a monthly fee enables the
customer to make an unlimited number of long distance calls




In 1963, a newly formed company. Microwave
Ccmmur.ica-icns Incorporated (MCT - lat<rr, lici
T-.l5ccmniurications Ccrporation) filed wi-h the FCC zc huild
a microwave lin'K between St. Louis, Missouri, and Chicago,
Illinois, for low-'volume da-a transfer by businesses. In
1966 thT fCC granted MCI's request.
When irci filed its petition with the FCC in 1963 it
envisioned ? microwave system in which JlCI would prcviie the
link, but the u=:ers viculd have to supply -heir own distrita-
"ticn sv^'-zT. at. either end. Such a low-volume .iata
transmission net was part of a market which had rot been
recognized by Al'ST. That such a mar'cet did : - -Ptac- = x ist
was evidenced by th= fact that in the pariod following the
KCI Decision, the FCC was flooded with thirty-sev-n appli-
cants for specicilized common carrier sta-^-Us.
Ultin.r-.ely, in 1971, the FCC authorized privat = -line
intercity common carriers—Specialized Common Carriers
(SCC's)-- *
-. hook-up with the local Bell System exchange.
In th'i Sp^scialized Common Carrier Decision in 1971
[Ref. 11]^ the FCC ietermin-d that rather than :r ma
fix = :! marke' wi-:h the same services as the common carriers,
the specialized commcn carriers were seeking to develop new
services and markets. Thus they could b* expected to
satisf'^ dpaands that were not met by the existina carriers,
and tc expand the size of the total co mm unica*^ ions mark-=n.
The FCC issued a broad direc-^ive zz the telephone carrisrs
to m.cki lacilit ies-- includi ng interconnection to the public
telephcn-E net works--availa blr to such new carriers on a
reasonable and non-discriminatory basis for -he local
dis-.r ibuticn of a specialized common carrier's intercity
traffic.
While there was no stampede to fill -^he ether with
microwave signals (ircs^ of Bell's competitors at the FCC
hearings were more interested in producing equipment than in

building aicrowave networks), the door opening th^; way
towards increased ccmpetition for Bell and for the c- her
common carriers was now ajar.
AIdbcst immsdiataly after the FCC approved HCI's appli-
cation, Eatran Corpcration was formed -o build a na '.ionwid'^
microwave network. Such a nationwide microwave system for
data transmissionaddress ed another market area not pursued
ty ATST, although it did have provisions for da-.a -ransmis-
sicn en voice grade networks (a slow and errcr-prcne
method) .
Competition for the Bell System's underseas cable inter-
naticral service began with the Satellite Act in 1962.
Interna-icnal carrieis (including ATST) agreed to partici-
pate in CCffSAT (an entity created by the Satellite Act to
sell services to overseas carriers) even though it would
purchase hardware and related supplies on a competitive hid
basis, and not necessarily from the manufacturing artrs of
the participating carriers. The Satellite Act also
permitted COMSAT to sell circuits to overseas cuetrmers
directly if they qualified as authorized users.
Scon after the passage of the Satelli-e Ac- th.r
Eepartment cf Defense solicited biis for thirty voice-grade
circuits to the Far East and, when CO.^SAT's bid cf four
thousand dcilars per circuit stood in contrast to the carri-
ers' bid of twelve thousand dollars, the Department of
Defense tried to circumvent the carriers' mark-up and nego-
tiate with COMSAT directly.
The FCC removed COSSAT from its dilemma by denyina
authorized user status to most applicants. The Commission
reiterated its position that satsllitas should net compete
with, but should supplement, underseas cable facilities, and
that COMSAT should sell essentially to the overseas
operations carriers who, in turn, would make their
facilities available to customers. The Commission held tha-^
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in"crc(3ucirg comfetition would disrupt the rate -,''^-::iaiT.r:
principle, tend to benefit large users zo ^he ie-ri.Tie-- of
small users, "cream-skim" revenue from the carriers 2nd
hence, strain -heir financial position. The Ccramissior
agreed ihat, although Congress gave izs power to assign -he
authorized user status to certain subscribers, -hat s-atus
should he grar.'CBd under special and unique circams- ances
cnly, Th= one exception to the FCC ruling was NASA'S Apollo
Project. {Bef. 9: p. 104].
F. ECOIFHEHT INNOVATIONS
In 1956, a seemingly innocuous device, -ha
Hush-A-Fhcne— a ciace of foam rubber which could be placed
en -he mcu-hpiace of a telephone to allow the user -^c carry
en a telephone conversation in a high ncise envircna -:-?.t--
start = d a slow but steady procession of increased co-rreti-
tion fcr AT5T and its manufacturing subsidiary, Wast.^rn
Up until that time ATST had maintained that no-hlng
could be attached to its components except by the 3eil
Systerc in crder to forstall any potential damage to the
n-twcrV:. while the FCC upheld tne ATST stricture in ths
Kush-A-?hcne suit, the case was subsequently reversed by th'^^
Court of Appeals. [Bef. 12].
In 1968, the Hush-A- Phone resolution was carried a
significant step further with the Carterfone Decisi:;n.
[Ref. 13 1. In that decision the FCC authorized attachments-
tD Bell System equipment as long as it could be shewn t nat
no damage would be incurred by the network, -hereby aaking
terminal interconnection available to even nen-
telecoramunieat ions equipment, providers, s
SThe Carterfone acoustically and inductively intercon-




G. THE EELL SYSTEM'S INITIAL RESP0HS2
During -hs years following World War II, AT&T h?.d s^zn
th^ influx of two basic -ypes of comps-iiors : n<=rw -^r.trr.rits
to -h€ t-rle oca muni cat ions industry who offered s^rvic? wh<^.i9
there was an unanswered d=mand, and naw rnrran-s who sn*-?r€d
the industry with alternative technologies.
The Eell System's responses were -ypical defeii'^er
tactics. Initially ATST had rigorously opposed the :^CC's
decision to allow MCI to set up its microwave link, ba- oi.ce
it had accepted the inevitability of competition in this new
market, AT5T took aggressive action on the -. '^chnclccica 1
fron-^ and developed a data transmission S73te!n of i.t'? own
that proved to b= more than financially competitive with -.h-
MCI System.
After the Hush-A-Phone decision, AT&T filed an apr:e-^". in
the ccurts, but subsequently voluntarily dropped its suit.
Instead, AT5T insisted that it provide an attachment device,
leased by 3ell to equipment manufacturers, which woulJ :e
used to a*tach the equipment to the Eell System. Soon "here
was a proliferation of recorder/answering systems, buro'l?-
alarms, local switcning systems and intercom ~y--}~.~^s
connected to the AT&T network. However, even Sell's at--ich-
ment device was rendered unnecessary in 1975 when th- 7CC
adopted a federal registration program for terminal devious.
[Sef. 15: 125]. In January, 1980, "he r' '- — o r r J. c r. r. _ L v
found that interconnection of consumer-provided telephone
equipment to the telephone system had not hurt -.he economic
position of the basic common carriers nor of anyone else,
tut that it had helped the general public by speedinc the
rate of innovation and helping to meet previously unrae-





Afx^r D = trarx began it buiid its na-icr.wid^ da-a r. = -work,
AT&T ccant€rsd by offering a systea called Data-Under-Vcic^,
but it should b^ noted
-ha": th? Brll System liad no- frl-^
compelled to divelcp data
-cransraission tachr.oloay until
challenged ty n^sw entrants to
-he t el^coiDaiunica*- ions field
who sought zo provide such service, I^TST ei-he:- felt li--:l<=
need to service rhe data-- ransmission aarket until competi-
tors tried to enter, or it simply did not chco5;e to orovide
a means ch='ap<=^r and lor e effective than voice channels in
order tc service the demand.
AT5T has complained that the regulatory a;:enci€S -^hem-
selves have been slowing competition by hind:.capping th<=
introduction of new products. Kenneth J. Whalen, Head of
American Islephone's Marketing Department, complained: "When
I wanted to introduce our new Snoopy pbon'=.-, I had to go t<
5U diffrient regulatory bodies, and they a::G approving it
different times" [Ref- 15: p. 125]. Fct th^^ most
American Telephone's complaints have fallen o
-. fifty-four
sets of c=af ears.
AIST has also been hindered by the rr.".e structure which
the regulation agencies forced it -^o maintain. The company
had tc set prices according to strict, fullv distribu-ed
cost stcindards (rather than the actual cost of 3ervic = ) , and
had -^0 increase the portion of its inte^.s-at^ revenues used
to subsidize local service, forcing AT5T -.o keep an ar*ifi-
cially high rate structure. This hindered moves to
modernize the Bell System's service offerings, and had the
effect cf offering tew competitors a pri.-e umbrella under
which to compete for business traffic [Ref. 16: p. 160].
Nevertheless/ AI5T still believed that regulation was a
desirable barrier against competition, and con-.inued its
attempts to enccurace regulations which would inhibit its
competitors. Hell's last ditch attempt to pursue this
course came m 1 S76 when it sponsored the Consumer
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Communicc^icns P.^rforsc Ac-,, Dubbed th^ "Bell Bill" by cppo-
nsn-.s who saw ii as "self - serving" for AT6T, i- was scor.
derailed desci-e an unpr^cs dentad lobbying effort by ATST.
H. BEGIHNINGS OF A NEW STRATEGY
Starting at the tim-3 cf the Carterfone Decision, AT&T,
recognizing that it was beginning to experience stiff
ccmpetiticn en several fronts, began efforts to r'^tcV'9 th-
offensive, and, in 1970, John ieiiu-ts, American Telephone':--:
Chief Executive Officer (C?0) a".: the tiae, b«gan grooming
the Eell System for increased efforts m marketing an: for
increased r esoonsiveress to custoirer desires.
Fealizina that Eell' :hoice in the post-Car-erf one
Decisicr era was either to chancre or not survive, de3utts
elected to uieet th^ chall<^inge by totally r-vamping -h-
ccmpany's s-ructare, broadening its concept of its products
and Sir vices, a rd changing its goal from that of i". ast'=ring
the regulatory process to meetii'.g the needs of the market-
place. Ic accoaiplish these goals, he choose a four-pronged
£-^rategy
:
(1) Total revamping of American Hell's opera-
tion, ch'.ngin? either th» ti'-.les,
assign.Tients , or r esponsibili-^ ies of one
^.hLZz of Bell's work force;
(2) Overhauling of the company's marketing
program;
(3) Dealing with the most confusing and potsn-
tially threatening regulatory environment
that the company had ever se=n;
(4) Reorienting personnel to competition
[Ref. 15: p. 115].
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In 1973, in one of the inirial s-csps towards imoir^-
iD6n-cir.g the abcv9 strategy, ATST hirsd Archie McGill, a
highly-rssp'rcr.ed marketing expert from IBM, whose marketing
techr.iquss were acknowledged to be among the besT in any
industry, -o fill the newly creared position of markating
manager icr the Bell Sys"cem— a doubly significant appcin-^--
men- i:sca'js= it i*as the firs- -iae -hai: Bell1 V, filled ?
high lev=l post without promoting from within. In HcGill's
words: "I was brought on board 1.0 help the company under-
s-and zr.-= rp.arxat. It's missionary work I' 21 doing" [Ref. 15].
In 1977, E^Ll changed i-s mot-o from "We Hear You" -c "Th-?
Sys-eit Is Ih^j" Solution".
In 1S77, Am-rican Telephone began reorganizing itself
along -h? lines of its major marketing segments. Prior tc
that tinf, it had teen one of the few major organizations
which still held ^n to functional divisions. For example,
all S3l€s c-fforts had been lumped together in a service
department crjJ^led "commercial" which dealt with rs^iden-ial
and business customers alike. Qndar the recrgan iza-icn,
tel=-phor.e iis-allers would work on either residential or
business jchs, tut net both; and each department weald be
tctall;^ responsible for serving all of -he needs cf its
market segment, not only i nstalla-ion and repair of ecuip-
men-, but slso dev^eloping new business and designing new
sys- <=irs
.
The dedication cf deBut-s to his s-rategy led him to
ultimately =€ek early retirement. He hid been so adamantly
cppcsed tc ccmpe*iticn in any form that he realized that he
did no- have the credibility to handle the compromises that
would be necessary to get the mos- cut of the govement • s
movements towards deregulating the telecommunications
industry, that he choose to step down a year early and hand
ever the isins of the company to Charles L. Brown in 1978.
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A less ou-spoksTi and publicly visibls man, Browr. was
seen as a flexible, pragmatic, and broadly experienced oper-
ations man. Ha had held twent y-ihree different pcsi-icns
wi-h the phcne company in ten cities; ha had been named -he
first dean of Bell's Data Communications School in 1961;
and, while President of Illinois Bell, he had resocnded to
the FCC's Carterfone Decision by creating Illinois Bell's
first separate marketing department as part of a brcad-»i
plan to respond faster to needs of business customers, with
this changing of the guard, deButts comple-ed his grand
scheme "O unleash Bell' r new assault on the teleccmmunica-
tions market [Sef. 15: p. 115].
I. FCC'S SDPPOBT FOB COMPETITIOH
Pecently, new entrants into the talacoramanica-icns
i:.dustry have b=en receiving favorable decisions from th-
FCC itself, while in previous decades a challenger had to
p;r3€ver€ beyond the Agency into the courts (^.g. th'^
Hush-A-?hone case) or to petition for legislative or execu-
tive redress in crdei to succeed.
In discussion cf its MCI Decision the FCC statsd:
"Co:npe-itic n in tha specialized communications field would
e::larc€ the equipmert market for manufacturers o-her than
Western Electric, and may stimulate technical innovation and
the intrcduction of new techniques" [Rsf- 9].
In 1972, the FCC's efforts to ensure competition in -he
t^lacommunications industry went so far as to lead to th^
Commission's decision to prohioit ATST from utilizing its
satellite facilities for private line service for ~hree
years while putting no such restriction on the ether
carrisrs [Ref. 17]. In the words one commentat:>r
,
The Commission realized -^hat other carriers miaht be
deterred from attempting to enter the specialized satel-
lite service markets oy (the Bell System's) existing
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econcmic strength ^na dcmi.ianca, and bv its uniqu-
abili-y tc load a high capacity satelli-^^'^ sys^<=r:» w-h
monopoly telsphons traffic [Ref. 18: p. 52- ].
In 1976, the FCC adopted a policy of abolishing all
carrier regulations tanning the unlimited resale and sharing
of ccmmcn carrier private line facilities and servic«=-
[Ref. 19]. Ey doing this the Commission expected:
(1) Hates for communications services which are
more closely related to costs;
(2) Better Tianagement of the ccmmunica-i -ns
network;
(3) Jianagement expertise in users and communica-
tions intermediaries;
(4) Avoidance of waste in ccmmunica-icns
capacity; and
(5) Creation of additional incentives fo::
research and development of ancill=iry
devices to be used with -cransmissicn lir.et^
[Ref. 18: p. 54. ].
This mcve towards governmental suppc -- iTo- in creased
compe-^i-icn in ".he telecommunications indus-ry reached lz3
culmina-icn in the first three years of the current d^cad?
with *he FCC Computer Inquiry II and the ATST/DGJ Corsen-
Aqreerrent. Whether the industry has come full circle and
returned "^o the free-for-all atmosphere of ^-he end of the
last century and whether it will eventually see the pendulum
swing hack in the direction cf increased govrrnmen*al regu-
lation remain to be seen.
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III. TH2 TELECOM MtJNIC&TIONS IHDUSTHY TO J980
A. S1R0CTOBAL CHANGES
ATST has estimated that business firms ir. -zhs Ur.itsd
Sta':<=s spend in excess of seven handrad miilicr. doll.irs or.
coin!nunications--po St age, preparing written ccrrcsDcnd^ncf,
travel ar.d meeting expenses, and -el=-cc:iiiianicat icns- --;f
which jus- ever ten percent is accoun-=d for bv "". elecc:Tini':ir..i-
ca-icrs ccs-s alcne. The nearly one hundred billion dollar
a year industry that, meets the country's -celecomiiiunica-icn.'^
needs, vias (and is) , despite increased corao--i-icn, -Till
dominated by the Bsll System. In 1980 3^11 Teler.hcn^
provided eighty percent of this co'intry'o -rrlephones and
ninety-seven percent of its long distance needs.
In order zo differentiate themselves from the ?-~12
System, the rest of the players, especially the ''o-ner"
common carriers were shifting to " valu^-added" services.
For example, iJlCI added Omni Call, a service tha-^ auttT-af.-
cally picks the least costly method of making a Icnq
distance call for its customers.
Hew fast the markets for new services gr^w would depend
on how well telecommunications companies' marketing depart-
ments are able tc educate people to make them aware cf, and
desirous for, new products and services. The teiecoirinnnica-
tions ccipanies had begun making a concer-.ed effort tc
tailor their new produces to customer's needs r = -her 'ha?.
merely offering them one *a ke-it-or-lea ve-it service.
The independent companies were selecting fairly well-
defined niche markets— such as MCI • s Sxecunet and Western
Union's Mailgram Service in the public services market.
Private communications networks were being offered by
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Scu-h?rn Pacific, American Sa-=lii-* and Sat^lli~9 Business
Systsms. Th€S5 niche markets wsTsi car^fally chos'fn sc as -c
avoid competition with AT&T or IBM.*
E. EFFECTS OF INCRiaSED COMPETITIOM IN THE IND0S::RY
1 . Ejnsfit s To Osjrs
The FCC had required ths coamon carriers tc us=^ ar
average cer nils rate for many of thsir --rvic^s withcu'-
regard -c the particular cos-s tha carri.rr encountered in
providing the service. The rates for servic'-'S w .re uniform
for equal distances. The SCC's were atle to s-iccessfully
ent^r highly prcfitabi^ network routes vithout having to
keep their prices artificially high in 3rd'-:;r to subsidize
the less crcfitatle rcutes and networks.
Also, it had been to the advantage of the es-aD-
lished carriers to maintain existing technology in which
they already had a major capital inves- :^'~- -t , until th^
inViStmant in that technology was fully d'-pteci at ed, with
little incentive to develop alternative fi^ch tolo gies. The
common carriers also had an economic mcer.t:. ve t :: invest as
!i!uch lonay as possible in plant and Dth.rr rate-hase i-rems,
so that the fixed rat? of return would produce the greatest
amount cf revenue. Coupled with the capital intensive
nature of the telecommunications industry, this ir.centive
served tc retard the adoption of new and/or cheaper
tiChnclDgy.
^
^As the lines of demarcation between teleccramun ica-ions
these two
•o engaae in
o r a o ^-e i
and computer data networks become less clear,
industry giants apueared ready and willing ^<
competition in each" other's markets [Ref. 20 j.
^Beaulated industries engage in "cost-plus" pricinq, ti
"plus" ^denoting a reasonable return upon the firm'
;ne





. th9 ccsz of n = w long iistar.Cr f=cili-
tias had fallan sharply in th =• pr^i^vious two decades, whila
the ccst of nsw local plan-s had soared because cf risina
labor costs and th€ high labDr-i.n- ensit y cf Iccal plant
installation [Ref. 16: p, 162],
Th9r€for = , in ths pas* Sr^v-jral y=ars, for -hes'r and
cth^r reasons, competing long distance coapanies such as
MCI, South =m Pacific TelecomraunicaTions, ITT, -i'C, had
b^en offering customers the cho:.ce of T.uch lower ccs-
si:rvice3, niaking previous co^.n!!ion currier s-rategies direc-ed
towards aiaintaining high rz^-es obsolete, and giving "he
es-ablished carriers renewed incentive ~o seek -echnclcgical
improvement. Th^se competitors clioosa high-dsnsity , lev-
cos- routes, ii-her bypassing 'smaller cities or using
circuits leased from the commcn carriers no serve thc-m.
Whrther because of "c::eam-skimming" as AIST
describes -^heir choice of rcut;i3, or because of newer tech-
nology, the lone distanc= cctrpe triors to AT5T at the end of
the 1970 's had begun to c'fer substantial discoun-s over the
Eell System's rates. Table I shoi^s comparative ratrs for a
five minute call between New Yor-c and Los Anaeles during
normal business hours at the rates in effect in April, 1982
[Ref. 21].
Ccmpetition in -he sguipment industry also was
lowering prices for the castoniers and increasing thr options
available to *:hein. One example was the telephone answ^rina
device. trior to the initiation of the FCC ' s terminal
equipnert registration program the only answering machines
available were provided by the Bell System and were guite
expensive— ccsting about five aundred dollars (S500) in the
lati 1960's. Ey 1976, the average wholesale cost of
answering devices purchased by industrial users from
comoeting sources was approximately two hundred and tw-nty
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individ'3al consuiiers and available through ncn-ATST
suppliars ccc-^ only about seventy dollars ($70) ir. 1980. In
1974 th-:re yas a total installed basa of one hundrad and
fifty thousand (150, COO) answering davices provided by tha
tala phone comp.r-nies , whila six hunderd and fif-*-y thousand
(650, OCO) custODcer- provided answering devices wera u*:ilizad
by ccimiercial/industrial users and individual customers.
Thase figuras indicate that the naw competitive suppliers,
while fulfilling consumer needs, also dramatically lowered
tha price of answering machines.
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Many o-^.h^r benefits had come to th= t ii-5cc3iiiur.ci=-
ticns indus-ry as a result of conpsziticn ir. the ::r = vicu3
quarter century. For example:
(1) American Telephone's first proposals for a
communications satellite system for th3
United Statss was predictably capital inten-
sive and technologically cons=r vati ve--fifty
satellites in a six-thousand mil-. high
system. Nor.-teleconmunications industry
firms such a;:^ Hughes Aircraft propose'^ th-i
subsequently highly successful system of
three to f:>ur geosynchronous satellites.
(2) rushtu-ton -^.elaphones were developed by
Northern Electric, a subsidiary of Canadia-.
Eell, a firm whose only tie to AT8T is us-
er the Bell name.
(3) Two years ^fter the Carter fone Decir-cn,
sixty independent companies were marxe-ini
data terminal equipment.
(4) Even though the Bell System had ninety-fcur
percent of the phone business in the US in
19 80, more than fifty percent of th«=^ private
branch exchange (?3X) market for businesses
belonged to independent suppliers.
Additional anticipated economic benefits for th^^
user included substantial (thirty to fifty percent) reduc-
tions in Icng- distance rates because of th5 continuing
decline of hardware costs, and because cf the heating-up cf
the ccmp 6tit iv e pressures. The forecast supply glut in th-
interccnnect market was expected to hold down or even reduce
prices until the unprofitable firms are forced out of the
market. On the other hand, consumers could =xpect substan-
tial increases in local rates.
n^

2. Ccmpetit ion; A Two--adq3d Sword
a. Vertical Intsgratioa
Heretofore the assamption in -his paper has beer,
tha- competition in the -elecommunica-ions indus-rv will b=
teneficial tc -h= user; however, this is not necessarily -h-
case. Within two years after !1CI was granted authorization
to set-up its retwcrk the FCC had more than seventeen
hundred applications for microwave stations. However,
DATPAN, which attempted to establish a nationwide microwave
network failed, giving rise to questions about how much
competiticn would be beneficial to the industry, "^icr is it
completely certain that ending the vertical integration o":
ATST will be tD the consumer's best interests.
Economists studying the effects V5r-.ica_
integration have concluded that the social benefits cr costs
depend upon the particular market conditions and -he fact-
surrounding the specific casa. In certain cases, ver-ical
integration may offer some very positive values to the
rconotcy
:
(1) Vertical integration may reduce cr eliminate
some costs such as selling and advertising
expenses
;
(2) It may eliminate certain tax9s; may yield
econcmies of 3cal=; and
(3) It may enable companies to eliminate entire
productive processes.
Some analysts, including John Kennath Galbraith, have
concluded that in certain situations vertical in-egratict
yields will have a healthy influence on the diffusion of new
technology [Bef. 9: p- 113-114].
Indeed, at least one economic analysis has shown
that there do exist many plausible situations where ver-^ical
integration may result in a decrease in the price of final
U2

produc-s cr in an increase in oatpat which ccuid .Ic-ai -c i
C9cr€as= in pric= [Ref. 22].
However, such Dositiv* axpectaricis frorr;
vertical integration assume competi-cive maric-r- forces at
work in providing constraints on the behavior of ho-h rhv
supplier and the customer. When The subject of analysis is
a regulated public utility, -ihe prospect is no- qui-= sc
sanguine
.
The vertically inTiegra*: =-d, regula-ed UTili":"/
operates in a aarket environment where zhe sal-i of the u-il-
ity's principal services and the prices paid for the
equipniei^t and facilities, are r.oz subject oo .i competioiv^^
raarkeT test, and where the manufacturing arn; is net regu-
lated. The barriers to entry into the service :narket beccc*:-
extended to the equipment market and -r.e utility becomes
insulated from market forces to a much giea-.er degree than
it wculi without regulation or than is required or in-ended
hy reculaticn. The incentive ;r increasing . -,o •»:rits an'
decreasing costs in the conventional ways is likely to be
sign i licant iy less for a vertically int'^-ar at ^^d regul?,~ed
men; :c.y and the monopoly may also use -^he regul'-^. -. cry
authority to sar.cticn corporate practices and anticompeti-
tive behavior that would, absent regulation, r = pre.e'ent
viola-icns cf the laws against unfair competi"- ion--s-ich as
interconnection prohibitions, contract and tariff restric-
tions and discriminatory, and predatory pricing.
Vertical integration of a public utility seems
to extend all the defects of utility regulation into the
equitier.t narket with no obvious compensating advantages.
It tends to create monopoly power in an unreaulated market;
it tends to weaken the effectiveness of regulation in the
service market; it provides the firm with an enormous array
of strategies for counteracting the intended effec-^s of




Vertical integra"cion of i recula-.ed cr.or.cpclv
disrup-s th9 incen-^-ives of th9 captive 5appli--r. Th?
supplier ascumes t.h€ stance of a public iiiiiity, endowed
neither viiih the accountability of a franchi.se moncpclist
nor th€ accountability of a firm exposed zo direct
ccmpetiticn. [Rsf. 9: p. 126-27],
If an unregulated nanaf act ur ing subsidiary is
inefficient or has outright padded its records^, ti'.e higher
costs msy simply be passed on to the consuicei by th-: regula-
tory authority. The regulated nioncpoly aei-eratii- little
motivation for the subsidiary's devel ^paen^. o f r.rw ;rguip:n?nt
which will render obsolete that which has clre^idy been
supplied. Nevertheless, in its thirt y-sev^T: yea:: hist cry
the FCC ha= nev^r found it necessary to disallcu Western
Electric 's prices billed to AT&T regulation,.
«
b. Divestiture
After the divestiture which is sch«dulrd 'O go
int^ effect by the start of 198U, local ratec^ vill still b?
subject to public utilities co:nmissicns and rubsiiies from
ATST long Lines Division will be replaced by :-vCces5 charges
hilled -.c the users. However, if access cha.r^'-s ar i set too
high, -naicr business telephone users (such as -he gcvern-
iDent) and long distance companies will .iicst prtbably opt to
build private networks or to find other alternatives tha*
typass the Iccai networks entir^iily.
ac-^her regulatory commissrons have, on occasion.
=xaTiir<=G -he reasonableness of yJestern Electric' s repcr-ed
rate of return; and have also concluded that Western
Electric has been sensitive to the magnitude of its rate q-^




TL-tts cm b^ no doubt -ha- ths Depar-.i^nt of
Jus-ic^ firmly beli<?ve3 -hat iiverstiture cf the -n= B^ll
Cperating Companies ty ATS T vill hav^ a positiv«? impac- or.
the telecoramunicaticns industvy and that thi unbridl=d
<=ntranc9 cf -chr cell System into the -eleccaimunica- ions and
data cciniFun :ca Liens irarkets f::oni which ATST had be^n tanned
by the 195 6 Consent Agreement will be beneficial ^v,
markets. In -he competitive- impact statement filed by nh*^
DOJ a few weeks aft:er the initial announcement of th^
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nterdependen t marks-^s,
which will retain S'jcn
t. The Unit^rd Sta*:es
fication' s divssti-^ure
ary injunctive trovi-
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nge services, custorner
onunications eauipment
ason to believ- the*,
1 be a prcccmpetit ive
s. As a result cf the
ATST will expand not
the areas in which it
Thus it is likely
Df telecommur icaticns
companies [ Ref . 23].
c. Advantages Of Competition
Economists have generally been predisposed to
favor ociT'pe tition as a form of organization for any
industry. They have usually taken this position not
primarily t?caus€ they feel that competition is desirabls in
and of itself, out because they believe that i- offers a
number cf iirportant advantages. It gives greater scop= to
individual independence and freedom, craates more centers of
power and avoids the political risk of excessive concentra-
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tion CI eccr.cniic power. In econcmic tsrms, it offers -hr=;f
basic benefits tc ccnsunisrs:
(1) Pressures for rapid innovation,
(2) "rCrSsures for raaximal product quality a* any
qivar selling price,
(3) Pressures to supply the servic? at miniinu!!'
cost to consumers given -he quality of th?
product [Ref. 21].
For exanple, in Jlarch 1981, the Gcv^rnment
S-^rvic^s Adnin is'-.ration (GSA) announced -hat i- would seek
comoetitivs lease eight thousand long dis-.ar.ce
circuits iinK^nc ma"cr cities m the ccr-in=-ntal United
States. This i-?pres=.nts seventy-five percen": of all gcvern-
icent leased phone service that can be handled en a
ccfnpeti-ive bid basis. GSA, which normally pays fifty
irillicn dollars cer year to ATST, is hoping that incr-ased
competition in t'''2 ]ong distance market will lead tc lower
ra^es and snabli- it lc realize substantial savings.
C. THE EZLL SYS?:EM
In a ccrcpanv a i: large as AT&T, change occurs very
slowly, T.ni by -.he <::nd of the 1970 's nhe strategic changes
instita-ed by John deButts has only just begun tc take
effect. Th=r?.t v^re still many hurdles to be negotiated.
Ih= Bell Svsreii! had been handicapped by a lin'= of
produc-s that wa^. considered cut cf date. Bell had nor made
or marketed many of the more popular telephone accessories
such c£ answerinq machines, and it had only recently en-ered
the world of digital PBX's.^
^FSX, orivate branch exchanqe,
phone office, either automatic
s^'rving ex-^ensicns in a business compiex
access tc the public network [Ref. 4].







Ncr did i-^. supply mar.y of th€ mor? popular custom -r-d rsirs'i
equipnien-s such as answering machinas. And B3II .^uppii^d
cnly £ixty-'=ight percint of the $8.7 billion in ?BX sys-^ms
then installed.
Ansrlcan Telephore's Ball System also suffered from an
unimpressive record regarding irs ability -c ins-all and
maintcin telephone equipmenx. Its sales forc= is considered
weajc in the important area of followup. Howevf^r, Bell had
tegun -c assign specific clients -o -echnicians and -".o give
Them full responsibility for coordinating ins-allation and
r?paiis.
A£- s = =n previously, AT?^T did net choose -c accep- these
changfrS tc the industry lying down. Recen-ly, Hugh B.
Jacks,. American Telephone's national director of business
services cheese the eagle tc symbolize th^ n^w ccmc at it iv'=
sciri-': he is trying tc instill in his 60,000 person mainte-
nance force because, he says, "...storms bring cut the
sagle;-, while little birds fly for cover" [Ref. 25: p. 66.].
k'.:ZT is now in the process of teaching its one million
eraplo yees tc please customers after decades of encouraging
them to please regulators. At AT&T Archie McGill has phased
in eciomissicns and tcday commissions account for as much as
fifty percent of the pay of a typical account execu-^ive.
*'::Gill has also realigned the sales force into twenty-eigh-^
industry specific grcups and is attempting to instill the
philoscphy in the sales force that they sell sclu-^icns
rcither than merely communications.
E. TBE STAGE IS SET
The changes in the telecommunications industry which had
transpired m the previous guarter of a century had turned a
stodgy, well-defined industry into an exciting, innovative
one in which announcements of new and intriauina d*=vices to
a?

low9r ccsts and/or increase capability had bccora- cotr.^p.cn-
placs. Ccmpe-ition and its complement, t9chnolcgic~,l I-VtI-
opmer.t, had tra nsfoned then entire industry—includir.o its
most monolithic member, ATS?—and "^he expectation was that
the custcmer would b= much the bf^tter for this. The mili-
tary base tels communicati ons manager--or any ccrccrate
telaccmmunications raanager--wa3 in ^ he enviable position in
which he or she could watch wiih detachment as the giants or
the industry battled among themselves for his or her busi-
ness. Th-i te loconmunica ticns manager expec- increasing
benefits at relatively decreasing costs with little or no
risk and li-tle or re need for intensivs management on his
or her part.
But in 198 and again in 1982, the -el ^communications
industry and its customers received major jolts whicn
promise to significantly affect how the industry e.^::'! its
customers conduct thair business in the years -o come.
Whether the firirs ir the industry were prepared for it or
not, th= structure of the telecommunications indus-ry was
about to become lore complex; and whether prepar^^d for it or
not, telecommunications managers were about to be thrus-
into a mili = u in which tae ir managerial aCiili-^-ies would be





In 1980 and again in 1982, th<= t€l=-co3!mur.ica*icr.3
industry and, in particular, AT5T expsrisnc?d =v-9n-s which
can be expected to have profound =:ff?c^,s on -he indus-ry.
Th=^3€ events were a ccntinua-ion of wha~ had cccarr'=^f^- ir -he
previous years, hut were of such major proportions -hat -he^-
rated major headlines not only in zne industry journals, hu-
in papers and magazines accrcssed the country. They will
affect th? telecommunications industry both quan titativ ily
and qualitatively. Understanding the events which led ip t:
them, tne events themselves, and their ifnplications will aid
the base commander and the base t e lacommur ica- ions mar/^^ ;:er
in recognizing the opportunities which are b-coming avai-
lable as a r=sult of these events.
E. FCC SZCQ8D CCMPOTEB INQDIRY DECISION
'I • Background
As early as two decades ago, it became apparent
that, due to advances in technology, voice and data communi-
cations industries were merging. In the digital worli o~
compuTir technology, bits are bits, and regulatory schernes
based on distincions between voice, data, video, etc.. were
haconiing obsolete. Regulations were hampering -^he -telecom-
munications industry and slowing the introduction of new
technologies and new services to consumers. This placed -he
FCC on -he herns of a dilemma. On the one hand, it appeared
that the telephone industry would not be capable of
fulfillina data transmission requirements, and, therefore.
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major ircdif icat icns wculd have to cofp.^ about: which conic r.o-
takB plac9 without tha assis-anca of kTE-T, cr an entirely
new industry would have to emerga. On th- otL(-r hand, th^
Commission was concsined
-hat the Ball 3y.7-c&:i! vculd us= its
market leverage as ths dominant entity in -h"? tei.sphon'^
industry *c monopolize any new da- a proc = 5sir.q indu£5try as
well.
The FCC recognized the importance of '•.i\ese issues
and, in 1S65, it instituted a proceeding kr.cyn a^; th<5 First
Computer Inquiry [ Fef . 26], That inquiry r-rache''. four
important conclusions:
(1) Communications facilities ?r.a services
related to computcr/comraunicaticis services
wera in their infancy;
(2) Timely deveicpraent of co;;!niuni nations
services adaot=^d t:: the s:>ic"^i nerd? of
to U.S.computer us^rs wer^ crit-.ca!
economic growth and needs;
(3) A nuEcber of computer users w^re Oissaiisf ied
with many aspects of the -el^phr^ne communi-
caticns capabilities;
(U) Special private lina capabilities wer?
needed for many data coniaur icTitions applica-
tions, particularly hign 3peed data
transmissions [Rsf. 18: p. 4^]^
The question faced by the FCC was wh=thir to extand
regulation tc computer communications networks or to begin
deregulation of the telecommunicarions industrf. That there
was still a great deal of confusion even aore than a decade
grant AI8T permission to marke- its Dataspeed computerlike
terminals, in apparent disregard for the 1956 Consent
Agreemen"^.. The Commission decided that increasing competi-





-ziozzs towards encouraging ir.cr = =i3-?c!
competi-ion in th^ t eleccm.iiunications squipmer.- :iisri<:<=-
culmina-ed in 1980 in th» Ccmpo.-ter Inquiry II D = cis-.on.io
2« 5f suits Of The Dfcisicn
In its Computer Inqui:-y II Decision, -^h^^ FCC orderei
all "elephones and other t elecoaraun ica~ ions equiomen"^ ~o be
sold en 3 ccmpsti-ive, unregulated basis and told ATDT to
set-up a fully separated subsidiary to market thes^
products. The Co!niDissiQn c?.'.?.£ to the same conclusions
regarding rew ccmpu ter-augment':^d coiniunicaticns services,
leaving only basic telephone transmission ss^rvic^s tc b^
regulated in the future.
The following ccmments by Charles Ferris, FCC
Chair nan from 1977 until 19S'', s:erve to explain the
Commission's position:
Many of these (FCC) ritual's have I)ecoffle an additional,
altcaethar unnecessary hurdle which new technolcqies
OR ust 'o ver com e before consumers can. receive their bene-
P- - c
- At wo r St , '^ <" ^^ n^iu -cr* II n a1 -^n- ^ c; 'r p- wc hacr ^ =1 -a v— .-1
becoming obsolete. ...I _.
vears have established a trend m regula-tion that will
bring
»OAc-ually Ccmouter Inquirv II encompasses a seri-s of
three decisions issued in April and December 1980- and




The Commission distinguished between "bisic"
services and "eiihauced" services. Basic services ar= the
transmission capacity iDe-cweeen two or more points suitable
for 2 user's transnisision needs and subject only to -he
technical parameters o.f fideli-y or distortion criteria,
etc. FCC jurisdiction and regulation of basic services was
net atf = cted by "-.hf. Ccmputer Inquiry II Decision. Enhanced
£?rvics3 ccrcbin= basic service with computer processing
applications, which icay be used to act on the form, consent,
code, or protocoi5i of the subscriber's inf oma'rion, th=r£by
providing additicn-il, iifferent, or restructured inforira-
tior.
.
Enhanced services were deemed outside -he FCC
iuri edict ion unless provided by a comniunica* ions ccamon
carrier, in which case the enhanced services would be
subject to FCC jar isdi::tio n, bu- would not be regula- id.
ftll carrier-pro v: : ^d enhanced services which were under
tariff in 1980 would be detariffed (i.e., deregulated) by
?!arch 1, 19 8 2.
Pell ijysnem companies could provide enhanced
services only through a separate corporate entity (immedi-
ately dubbed "Baby Eell" by industry wi-s) on a r=sale
basis. This enhanced service en-ity wculd no- be aol? -o
provid? basic sirvices except as part of enhanced services
withir. a custoraei' s business location. "Baby Bell" wculd be
required to acquire nrans mission capacity from a carrier
pursu5n- -0 tariff in the same manner as any other firm
providi-g enhanced sarvices.
b. Customer Premises Equipment
The FCC also initiated steps whioh will lead to
deregulation of customer premise equipment. The Commission
defined "Customer Premise Equipment" (CPE) ^o include all
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carrier provided terniir-al squipnent ioca-ed on a cis-ctc^r' ?
prenisss except over-voltage protection equipmrnt, inside
wiring, coin operated or pay telephones, and mul- if lexinq
eqaipaent. The Comirission further distinguished among "new
C?S" which is CPE not in service as of March 1, 1932, and
cffered tc consumers af-sr -hat date; "federally tariffed
C?S" which is CPE net contained in a carrier's sta-e-
r^qala-eci raxe base; and "embedded CP2" which is tariffed ar
tha szazi] Isvel,
Effective March 1, 1982, all new CPE ani asscci-
a-red laintenance were to be s^parared from -he carrier's
basic service and cffered on n non-regulated basis. Ml
federally tariffed CPE was to be de-ariffed by *:his same
da^,e, but embedded CPE was tc remain subject t:; state regu-
lation pending fur-her action in a implementation
Fro::eedi:^.g. The Bell System Companies wculd not be allowed
to .-narke", ins- all, service or main-ain CPE except- "Through a
separate subsidiary such as the subsidiary ("Baoy Hell")
thr"ugh <hich enhanced services were zz be cffered.
The October 19 82, decision under Docker No.
20823 e<-ended the date for deregula-ior of new CPE tD
January 1, 1983, and excluded mobile radic; equipmenx and
tra'.smi-. earth stations for mobile radios from -^he defini-
•^io- of CPE. The FCC also decided that rmbedd=d CPE
(:ntludi?.g federally tariffed CPE) in service or in inven-
11I.Z 3S cf December 31, 1982, could continue to be offered
en a tariffed basis by telephone companies pending further
resoluticr. cf the regulatory issues associated with detar-
iffing existing CPE. Newly manufactured CPE cculd only be
cffered through a separate subsidiary (i.e. separated from
the basic service charges and regulated only by competi-^icn,




c. Imp! rm^n-tation Period
The FCC established an eighusen month -ranoi'. ion
period beginning on January 1, 1983, daring which ^h'= 3sll
Opera-ring Companies (BOC's) would ba able to perform instal-
lation and maintenancr services for CPE business systems
sold by th= Bell System's separate marketing subsidiary.
Thereafter the separate subsidiary would be required to
perform its own installation and maintenance for the CPE
that it provided.
d. Premise Wiring
As a follow-on action the FCC has also issued ?.
Notice cf Proposed "Rulemaking on the deregulation of premise
wiring under which the dominant carriers (i.e. AT8T) would
not be ailowsd to prcvide premise wiring through oth^r *han
a fully separate subsidiary.
c American Bell Incorporated
In June 1982, ATST announced the rs^abliohment
cf Aiierican Bell Incorporated (A3I) to market new enhanced
services and customer presise equipment. American Bell
Incorporated will be the Bell System's entry into twD
unregulated markets: computer-augmented communications (e.g.
the Esll System's Advanced Communications Services Nst ever
which dissimilar coirputers will be able to •'•*-alk" to one
another) , and telecommunications equipment (instruments,
terminals, etc.). By July 11, 193a, ABI will assume the
inst allatior , maintenance, and marketing cf ail CPE previ-
ously owned by ATST or by the BOC's. ABI will be allowed t^
share with AT&T such services as institutional advertising,
corporate planning, legal and financial services, public
relations and legislative lobbying; but AT&T is tc account
for, and bill ABI for, use of such services in order tc
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crot8C- ATST ra-ipayeis from footing -h^ bill for z'u'. cc-joa-
ny»3 sniry into unr =gula-'2d markets. ABI will al^-c ray
rssaarch expenses to Bell Laboratories. i
i
C- aiST/DOJ CONSENT AGREEHENT
The Third, final, and most significant event shr.pir.q -:h =
fut'ire cf the telecommuniations indusiry is -h^ Ccrs^n*.
Agreaient between Anrerican Telephone and Telegraph and -:h =
Eepariaen- cf Justice reached in January , 1 982 , and ratified
ly the players and the Court of App<=^als in August, 1982.
This aareement, technically a modification of -he 1956
Consent Agreemen* previously mentioned, modified the str'ic-
ture of AToT and thereby modified ta- structur- cf -hT
entire telecommunications industry in the United St^.'es.
''
• ±1=.H 21 1^1 Agr eement
The January, 1956 final judgment in iLt±i:li^ States v
Wes-ern Electric Co., Inc., et aZ. (CA Mo 17-49) resuite.i i :.
the fcllcwir.g terms cf agreement:
(1) Generally prohibited AT&T from enaagirg in
any business other "hin provision of coT.iccn
carrier communications service,
(2) Prohibited Western Electric from lar.nfac-
turirg types of equipment other than *:h ost-
eoid to ATST for use in furnishing ccm^ior;
carrier communications services, and
(3) Required licensing of certain ATST pa-rn-s.
I IT- -i c
-pierasting to note that tha first attempts at
commerciaiizaticn by Alexander Graham Bell's fledgling
company in the last century were undertaken as a manutac-
Instead of
they wished to communicate.
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Th? proposed 1982 modif icatior^ would vaca're ^h?
provisicTiS cf -^he 1956 judgment and substi-^ut^r prcvi-icns
requiring the divestiture by AT5T of zh= exchange t-lec-rama-
nicaticns and exchange access functions cf t.h^ twenty-two
operating telephone companies owned by A'T5T. The pro cosed
modification also included injuctive provisions designed to
ensure that the operating companies would nc- disadva r.-ag =
any firm (i.e. AT5I or its ccmpati-ors) ^nqsqed iz the
provision of inxerexchange - el^ccoimunicat ior 53 service,
infonaticn services cr -eleccmmunica-ions e iuip j!-:r-
.
In January, 1982, a regues- was aporovT'- f c r -che
transfer cf jurisdiction in the case from the Dir--*:."ic- Zourt
in New Jersey which had heard tn= original ca.^s in 1956
(filed initially by the DOJ in 1949) to the DisTict Ccur^
for the District of Columbia in which -he anti-rust casa
against AT&T was beirg heard. Also, in accordancT^- with th-
pro visions cf the Consent Agreement, the m-itrust case
against AT ST, [Jnitsd States v American Tele2hon_£ end
ll]^12L^2h Comoan^ et al (CA No. 74-1698) was dismissed in
August, 1S82.
In -he Consent Agreement, the Depar~Tent cf Justic"
agried -c drop its anti- trust suit against AT5T a;:c W3st=rn
Electric because DOJ fceliev =d that it would ^.cni-ve mcrs to
put an =nd tc antitrust behavior by ATST through the Consent
Agreement than it could expect to achieve ev^n if the court
decided the antitrust suit in its favor. Bell, in re-^urn,
in a strategy shift more daring tnan anyone had thcught
cculd ever ccme from a stodgy dinosaur li.-cs ATST, agreed to
divest itself of its twenty-two operating ccmpanies. 3y
jettisoning the provisions of the 1956 Consent Degre=, the
Court allowed the Bell System to compete fully in the new
computer network and data transmission markets, and ir. all
c-h^r ncn-r==gula ted markets from which it had been excluded.
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Folrcwing final approval of tha Consent Aars<=!i; = r* in
August, 1982, AT&T h=s six laon-hs in rfhich tc sutT.i- i-s
divesTi-ur? plans tc th? court for aporcval. Th= actual
divestitura was schsduled to taks eff'?c- within 'sigh": =an
months of ratificaticn of tha Consent Agreement.
Cn February 28, 1983, the Supram? Court affirmed th?
178-pag9 document prepared by Distr?-ct of Ccluiiibi?. circuit
Judge Harold Green, which was the document for the final
agreeniert in August 1982.
2 • F.estruct urinq
Ta€ basic thrust of the '^.odified Consent Decree is
to separate local service, which will be provided by th^-
divested BCC's, from interstate service, which will be
provided by AT&T Lcng Lines Division and ths ether long
distancs carriers.
In accordance with the Consent Agreemen*, AT5T
subsequently submitted to -he Coart of Appeals of the
District cf Columbia, which has jurisdiction in the case and
had accepted by the Judge Gree:\e^ a. proposal ^.c create seven
separate Iccal exchange companies, .-jach being :nade up of on-
er more 5CC. Each cf the iccal e:cchange companies will be
comprised of several local access and transport areas (LATA)
cf which there will te one hundred and sixty-one throughcu-^-
the ccuntry. The Iccal companies will be required to route
calls between LATA's through the long distance carriers. In
accordance with the details of the divestiture proposed by
ATST and likely to be accepted in substance, no siore *: han
cne hundred and sixty of th^ Beil System's 988U switching
stations fcr handling telephone traffic will remain with
AT&T.
Seme time prior to January 1984, ATST will divest
itself totally of ownership of the twenty-two Bell Operating
Companies. Afisr the divestiture, AT&T will still have:
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(1) Its S:r.tir9 intBrcity network which vizcrii^s
toth interstate and in-rasta-= long dis-ar.c =
service;
(2) Its telephones and swi-chboards (class
1--the twelve largest regional
switchboards—through class 4--th? second
saallf-st class of switchboards in a tele-
phone ne-uork)
;
(3) I-cs w.=ste::n Electric manuf ac- urinq ?-rra;
(U) Hell TeleiJhone Laboratories, Inc., which
3or5 rese-irch for the Bell Systeii; and
(5) Its Interiiat icnal Division.
The FCC wll cor.tinue to regulate long distance
service, 'f cojr~r^ of which the Bell System crcviies
appr cxinp.atciy ni r.ety--seve:i percent in the continental United
States. However, :.ne -"CC has been moving towards elinii-
natir.g regulations en the smaller companies in the industry,
and -i: = r€ are scuie that h.Lve predicted that if ATST wera to
lose its ioraip.ant statu-, it also might be deregulated
significantly [ Ret. 28: p. 5.].
E. EFFECT CS THE T£ 1EC0M)10 NICATIONS MANAGEH
The industry tn':t ths telecommunications manager -eals
with tciay has ta;:'=r. on much of the glamour and excit = man-^
which characterized the computer industry in the 1960 's.
Competiticn for existing and for new markets is inter.se, and
the 5ciinan- fira is being forced by government actions as
well as by the competition to fight hard to maintain its
market shar= and simultaneously to enter new markets.
The telecommunications manager can nc longer affori to
sit back and wait as the giants do battle. He or she must
actively enten into 'he fray in order to reap the potential
benefits that the new services and equipment can offer, and
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* V <*.tc gain th= knowledge and 3kill required fcr niaking
d'^cisions which
-^.he lesr rue taring of rhe industry will rcrc-r
upon hira or her. The more "ha ~elecomaunicat ions irianager
under£*:andf: what is going on in -he t,eleccmmunicaticns
industry, the mora her or she understands the r eguiraments
cf -.h€ t elirccmtnunica ticns manager's job, the more her or she
understand.': of the options available, and the mere he cr she
undrr^tar.ds cf sound management principles and techniques,
r]:^ mere he or she will be abla to contribute towards
e.-. ha r.ci ng the administrative effioiancy cf "the base




V. THE TBLECOMMON ICATIOHS INDOSTHY TODAY
a. EFFECT OH THE TSLECOMHOHICATIOHS IHDUSTBY
Th= 6ff€<r: of the Consent Agr^emer.- b^twesn AT&T ar. d DOJ
en the industry will fce profound. Th^ spli--up of th«r Ball
System will get rid of the industry's pricing s-rac'rure.
ATST will no longer t- persuaded by rsgularors to establish
rates' based on average costs throughout the ccin-^.ry.
Previously, as much as thirty-seven cents from every dollar
generated by the ATST Long Lines Division went to subsidize
local telephone services. This was the situation which had
provided tne opportunity for 'ACl, Southern Pacific
Teleccaniunications, Western Union, ITT, and other long
distance competitors to engage in "cream-skimming" -^.o entice
custccers away from the Bell System on high-vcluine, high-
profit routes by offering rates lower than "-he Bell System
was offering.
E. TBE EMEPGING 3ELI SYSTEM
In accordance with the Consent Agree!iient, ATST will be
barred for =t least seven years from entering the electronic
publishing business—sending news, financial and sports
data, and a host of other information services to ccnsumers
en '•-heir hcnie oi office video screens. The government is
hesitant to allow the dominant carrier the opportunity to
deterniine both how such data is transmitted, to whom i^: is
sent, and also what data is selected to be transmit-ed.
AT&T is also barred from any connections with the inde-
pendent BOC's other than those for which it pays, and it
will cay the same prices as any of its competitors.
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!!:= BOC's will g€t the rights to market -he Y'=llcw ?»qes
(according to the final version of the Consent Agre-tnen-
ratified in August, 1982), but ATST is left in a po^-iticn to
try once again (after an unsuccessful attempt in 1978) t?
get authorization to market an "electronic" yellow pagis.
AT&T obviously believes that its trimmed-down structure
will te to its advantage in meeting the new competition in
the t eleccmitun icaticrs industry and in entering the highlv
competitive world of data communications equipment.
Th^ Bell Systeff subsidiary, Teletyp= Corporation,
presents an exaipla of what AT&T can do when sufficiently
motivated. From its heyday when the name Teletype was syno-
nymous with the keyboard printer snd it controlled ninetv
percent of the mark=t, Telstyos nad reached its r.aiir in
1973 wher. it had less than fiv'? p^r^rtt of the burgecnina
terminal market. Since then, its leadership has been passed
-0 a for Iter IBM executive who makes no bones thii" he is
trying to grab as much of the mark at as he can by ar.der-
pricing his big competitor. In 1930, Teletypa's salrs ar=w
fifty p-=rcent to three hundred million dollars. fEef. 15:
p. 135].
C. THE EELL 0PE31TING C0I1PANI2S
Star-ing September 1, 1934, the newly independent Bell
Operating Companies will be required to begin -he processes
necessary tc provida all long distance companies with access
to their networks equal to that availaole to -he Bell System
at the Scaie rates. One-third of each BOC's lines must be
thus available by September 1, 1985, and equal access must
be available on all lines by September 1, 1986. The BOC's
will fcc required tc provide exchange access, infcrma-ion
access, and exchange services for such access that is equal
in type, quality and price to that provided -o AT&T and its
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affiliat€c fcr all in-tsr^x change carrisrs op. an u'- cur.dled,
tariffed basis (other carriers may select l-rsser Gs;:vic5s
fcr Icvier ra-es)
. After divestiture, the EOC's yill charge
STST fcr connecting with their systeia^ jus^ as :h-^y p^ov
charge other long distance carriers. 12
Until Septemfcer 1, 1987, the 30C • 3 have the authcri-y ^o
crdar Western Electric and the Bell Labcratories zz jerfcrm
research, manufacturing and support services tor 'h^.-n.
The final version the Consent Agreemen* ali£C illcws
the BCC's tc compete in the marketing ofCPS, though *h=y are
prohibited frcm manufacturing any such eguipm-?nt. .^nd thar =
is ncthing in the Ccnsen-^ Agreement to prohibit AI3T from
cne day competing with the BOC's in mariceting zio'-^il^, in-car
telephones (which the BOC's will alsc 01 abl= to offer), or
private telephone network service via CkTJ cr private
micro wave
.
AI5T must transfer to - V- SOC's 3affici=n" fa; LLtl^S,
personnel, systems and ricihts tc tachnioal
. n f crrri at ion
.cha:.g<(wi-hcut royalties) to permit the BOC's tc perform r.*
telecommunications and exchange access functions, =-nd
procurement of, and the engineering, marketing and nanac
lent for these functions. Fcr exam Die,
c^e—
e oOC ' s na 7
in reprc 9:. amra:.nareguir? assistance from Mest^rn Electric
switches manufactured by that company.
Ther? can be no joint ownership of facilities by a::ST
and the ECC's, but leasing facilities to the other p^--~y --
acce ptab le.
The HOC ' s shall net provide inter exchange teleccmiiiunica-
tions services or information services, manufacture
telecommunications products or CPE (except CPE provided for
emergency services), or provide any product or service apart





nonopcly servicrS actually gula-.T^^ by
The divested BOC's ma? supper* anl shc'.re th^- cos's cf a
csr.'ralized organization for -he provision of engineering,
admi nis-raticn and other services. They aust prcvif^e a
centralized point cf conrac- for ths coordination of zh~
EOC s - ra « et the requirements .-•p national security and
emergency preparedness. If the gcveinient or the ccmmunica-
tions industry establishes a centralized ccordinating body
through which all carriers are to meet national security and
emergeny preparedness requirements, -he BOC's participation
in such an organization could const:, tut -a compliance with
this requirement.
Vihen the divestiture has teen completed, the BCC's will
fce aligned as seven holding companies drawn from the current
twenty-twc operating companies:
(1) Ncrthea5jt:
a. New Yorlc Telephone
b. New England Telephone
(2) ^id-Jitlantic
a. Bell of Pennsylvania
t. Diamond State Telervione
c. hssa^eake S Potc rr.ao Telephon^
d. New Jers ey 3 = 11
(3) Southeast
a. Scuthern Bell
b. South Central Eell
I 3MTTi-e
defi ned by




mean s or su
to the tv
ex en anqe fa
tan ff by t
r<=xc>iange telecommunications services" are . no*
th.a Ccnse'^- Agreement. "Zxchange telecommunica-
r'-::" all t-lecom munications services withir an
'"s-ei -including directory assistance,
"ca-^icns services" means the offer ma for hire or
ca-ioT^s facilities for, or tel eccmraunica-icns by
ch facilities via electronic means wit.iout regard
p= of transmission facilities used. "Local





I:- Ir.diana B = ll
c. Michigan Bell
5. Ohio B9ll
= . WiiccnsiL Ball
(5) Southwest
a. Sc'jthwest B9ll
(6) Nor- h west
a. Mcuij-:ain S-at^s
t. Ncr-^a-i*est ^rn Sell
c. Paciiic ^'ort:lWr3c Ball
(7) Pacific
a. Pacific I'^laphor.s and Telegraph
b, Nevada 3-ill
With HCH'r axcapticr.i , th'^ pictur'=53 of zh^ BOC's which
will 9ni = rg9 frcni th^ civeiititurs procsss dc^s not acp^ar
cv-^rly rcsy. From the oij":set, th«^ir excl'isiv^? frar.chis^s
will be unier attack by th-; private coaamanications r.e-works
via CATV, by c<=lluld- iiob-.le tels phone networks, and by
digi-^al ccmrrunicat ions ivstems. They will have tcrty-five
tc fifty p^rc^nt debt to ^rguity ratios whirh, thcuqh not
unusually high for « public utility, will hurt -heir
Standard and Poors bend ratings, and, most probably, make
raising :ncney for capital expenditures more costly. Also,
the EOC's will begin their new lives strapped with the
eldest pieces of equipment currently in the Bell System
inventory.
The BOC's will be anle to sell their technical and coor-
dinating skills to ether telecommunications systems and/or
users, and will be able to form new business relationships
with ncn-ATST long distance carriers and ^quipmen-
suppliers. For example, the BOC's may provide billing and
collecticn services fcr long distance carriers and collect a
fee fcr providing this service.
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Th-= EOC»s will be able tc 6nt-?r ^he business of
supolyi-g -telephone
€quipnien-, but may not tnanufactur = -.he
€quipiri<=r~ which -hey sell. The Eell System's ABI will be a
ccm?€ti-or ar.d there will be litxle incentive for -he BOC s
tc s-r^ncther. a competitor by buying from Western Electric,
C. TSZ IHDEPENDENTS
ChcL-er One discussed seme of -he maneuvering which .la?^
alre-iriy begun, as ccmpe-itors figh- -o fill th^ cracks opened
up in the industry by the Ccmputer In-^uiry II Decision and
ty the Crnser.t Agreemen-. That was only a small saaicle.
SiailcT maneuver irgs have been going on since the FCC
began i~s move towards deregulation with -he MCI Decision.
The Specialized Commcn Carriers such as i^CI, SPRINT, enc.
,
began ty catering tc businesses, b-iz since nheir syszea?
were laying idle after business hours, they devised heme
servic-.- packages fcr ncn-peak hours use, and -hey were scon
confidently predicting that they would have their services
avsilible tc nir.ety-five percent of the telephones wi-hin
the continental United States by mid-1982.
Ai.~:, since Deceirbsr, 1982, the international comaon
carrieti (ITT, ;4estern Union International, ECA Global
Coamunicaticns Inc., FTC Communications Inc., e-c.) have had
aunhcriT-ati en to offer voice services in comp<=-ti^. ion with
AT&T International.
5. EFFECT CH aSERS
Even these most optimistic about the effects of the
current restructuring of the telecommunications industry
predict increases in the local rates. AT&T speaks conserva-
tively cf eight -o ten percent increases while some of the
more pessimistic analysts in the industry predict rate
increases cf twc t.o three hundred percent within the next
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five years. In January 1983, Pacific T^al^phcr. ? ^-.i
Telagraph filed a tariff for 1984 wirh tha Cdlifcrnia Public
Utilities Ccmmission rsqucsting a rats iacreasa of T.or<= -har.
eight handred million dollars, mor-a than doubling i-s lowest
ra'S--froir: seven dollars to fif-sen dollars. Because -igh-
control ty the California Public Utiliiies Commission has
kept the profitability of Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
low and resulted in ixs being the leasx financially sound of
the -fcenty--wo local B*rll telephone conipanies, such a large
rate increase reques- is probably atypical. Southwes- em
Bell has filed a request with the Missouri Public Services
Commission for a tventy-five percen- rate increase tc go
into effect January ^, 19 8U, sra-ing that the cosrcany is
seeking the rate increase because of the div=stit ur^^". A
Southwestern Bell spokesperson stated that residential
customers have been paying less than half of what it r-ally
costs to provide local telephone service. The requested
rate structure would nearly double the change for residen-
tial single-party lines in the St. Louis and Kansas City
areas [Hef. 29]- Bate increases by companies which found
themselves in situations similar to that in which the BOC's
now find themselves [Ref- 30], have an onminous ring for the
consumer .
Users can expect a shift to usage-sensit iv- pricing for
telephone services, a procedure which will more accurately
reflect the cost of providing the particular service. For
example: a measured local rate could be imposed on all calls
whereby charges are based on the length of the phone call
and the time of day in which the call is made (currently,
eigh-y-eigh- percent of Bell's residential customers pay a
fla- rate no matter how many telephone calls they irake) .
Such message unit accounting may or may not be an advantage
to the user, depending on his or her usage patterns.
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Usszs will alsc experiencs a char.g^ ir. zhe ra-^. 93 ch=rg=:''.
for installation and servicing. The 3ell System cc Jip-.r.i-?s
hav-s n€V'=r had tc accurately determini? what zh^s- funcion-
CCS", but neither have they had to -ry to control rhes^-
C03-S. Without accurate data to determine costs ?nd to ksep
them minimal, the Bell companies will not be able to coir,pet=:
with th'T rest of the firms in the industry.
With th = loss of subsidies from the long distance busi-
ness aft"r the divestiture, other important ch^ngc-s ."nay be
expected in the local service rates. Rural subscribers will
find costs increasirg substantially which may lead tc an
increase in private customer mini-networks on and around
remot'Sly located military bases. Installation and repair
rates chargad by the local telephone companies will ocT.e
closer tc reflecting what it act::illy takes tc pay
increasing wages tc technicians which should lead to
increased availaoility of third party warranties and repair
contracts and more decisions to replace teleccmmunicaticns
^quipient rather thar ha v^^ it repaired.
In order that th€ base may be able to keep ah=ad of the
changing 'elecommunicaticns industry and the changes which
are rapidly reshaping it, and tc be ready to take advantag*=^
of th€ cppcrtunities which present themselves it is Ti-c=s-
sary not only to understand the industry, but also tc
understand hew the industry changes are affecting the job 0"=
managing a telecommunications system, to be flexible enough
to ccpe with the fluctuations which will take place as th^
industry continues tc evolve, and to reccgniz= the increased
scope of responsibility of the telecommunications man^g^r.
These issues will now be addressed.
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VI. STBAT EGIBS FOR THE 12 8 01
S
A. CBANGING ROLE OF THE TELEPHONE/COHHUHICATIONS SANAGHH
When Wirsti?. ghous€ Elsciric Corpora-ion drcii=^d ir. 1 S30
to sp€ed up comiDunications between •=niploycre3 in zb.^: fr-:-Y-
fivr offices a-nd factcriss near izs Pittsburgh hsad-jua :' -r rs,
it budgeted twenty-six million dollars to build a r^^w ~y?=!
cf network that could handle electronic mail and vrdf^o - = le-
conferencing as well as all interoffice telephone Jills.
Tha ncvi catapulted Ecbert E. 3ennis, manager of cc iru.u-.-i ca-
tions systems, into a position of new protninince withi-: the
giant ccrpcraticn. Although he had been essenr i =11/ a
purchasing agent— buying services from AT5T--Benni3 new had
to oversee the ccnstiuction of a sophisticated ts=l?ccT, •^uni-
caticns network which, when coraple-^ed, will amount to a
private telephone ccirpany.
His experience is not unique. Today, tel 3cora or. ur. ira *i ens
managers are finding that instead of working sol-:!} tc
contrcl ccs-s, they are being asked to provide a s-:vic-
tha* will help the organization run more ef f ici^^-ntly , iiDr =
effectively, andmore economically; and executives are arking
very pcinted questicns and expecting accurate answers from
Their telecommunications managers as the executives grapple
with the need to choose from a broad 3al = ction of equijiient
and services in deciding how best to fill a ccmpany's cemmu-
nica-ions needs. Gone also are the days wh-n the
tr l=ccmmunicaticns manager had little need to conduct finan-
cial analysis because equipment was available only on a




The major perturbations in tha tel-ECommur.ica-i ens
industry described ir th 3 pr^^vicus chap-.brs hav3 crratrd an
unsettled environment for *he customer. For -he crili-arv
base commander and for the base lelephona/communications
officer, careful planning and management will prcve
extreirsly advantageous for coping with this environment.
The jcb cf the lilitary base telepnone/ccmmunications
officer has becorae an expanded, complez job which requires
employment cf the sound nianagement techniques cf a telecom-
munications manager. 3y crafting his c: her strategies and
tactics well, the military base talecOui..Tiunicat ions manager
will be able to signif ican-^ly enhance the adminis-^rative
efficiency cf the base personnel, and may be ible to irax-at-
ically r?duce the strains telecommunications services and
equipment are now placing on the command's budget.
Conversely, whether the irilitary bas^ teleco mmun ica-icns
manager chooses to accept this new ^lanagement rcle o'^ tot,
he or she will be in a position •: o bring about drastic
reducticrs in the administrative caoaniliti^s of -he base,
and tc create even greater strains on the budgrt by failur'=
to 5mpicy sound management techniques.
E. PBOCEEOBES
1 . Current Froca dur es
The procedures previously followed in obtaining
taleccmmunications services ani aquipiHent for the military
base and its tenant commands have be=n relatively straight-
forward and basically similar for all the diff<=renT
services. While the Army and the Air Fcrc= have Signal
Coros, communities cf officers and enlisteds who devote
their entire careers to communications, the Navy, Marines,
and Coast Guard dc not have similar dedicated career
specialists. On bases belonging to the latter services, the
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*=l9phcns/ccmmuriicat icns officer is part of the Public Works
Crganizaticn, B6gazd3.es3 of -^ he ir.-ernal organiza-icn of
th9 ba£9, th^ t slephcr.B/communicarions officer has ob-ained
non-crirical s.Brvic3£ ?i.id ecuipment; in the past by simply
conzactmo the local phon'r company raprasen-at iv^^ or z'a^
ATST rspr'rs^nt at ivs
-^n'i ordering zhB requirad i-ems using a
s'andard ccmraunica tioas servic<?s authorization (CSA) .
Whichever crganizat icn, -he local -elaphone company or ATST,
received -.h- ord~r wcjld in turn deal with the ct,her parties
cf the B€ll Systea t c ir.-Jiement the request.
Th9 t elephon^/c ^nmunications officer was ablr to
obligat-3 up to one thousand dollars towards such procure-
ments. In order to procure services or equioment '^-.cqvz -^.he
one -^hcuiand dollar "-hreshold, the base tel = phone/
corara unics ticns cffic-jr wo'ild have to send -he communications
services author izati en r = qufst to the next =schelon. For
the Army this would V.e the Urit-=d States Army Communications
Command a*: Fort Huacbuca, Arizona; for the Air "Fores this
would ts the United States /.ir Force Communications Command
at Scott Air Force Zas*-:-,- Il.linois; for the naval services
this would be tne r^g:.ona]. Naval Engintrering Facilities
Command.
Per long distance sei'vices (direct dial) , switches,
entrance services^ ~tc. ,. the communications command would
contact -^he long-distance c-;rriers who would research thr
requirement and advisje the command whether it would be
cheaper to go to the lccii-1 phone company to get services to
the Icng distance carrier's switch, or whether it would be
cheaper for the Defense* Commercial Communications Office
(DECCC) at Scott AFE to procure the service via a general
contract. Long distance services other than common carrier
direct 3ial were obtained in a similar fashion. WATS lines
were procured by the military base telecoramunicaticns
manager or by the next eschelon in accordance with the
applicable amount of procurement costs.
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Cpera- ;.onally criticdl circuits wer^ obtair. = d by
cthar aa=r.cia;;. AUTOVON and dsdicatsd long di~-ir.c^
servic'"^s w^^ie procured for all -zhB services by DECCC and
distribute!? zo th9 various services according zc -hair
expressed needo. Federal Telephone Sys-em (FTS) circui-';
were procured by -he General Services Adaiinis-ra-ior.
iGSk) .1*
For all but the largest procur emrr.ts
,
the bas-
communica-^icns officer used the comaunicaticns service-
authorization fCSA) , based on the gsn-^ral standing contracts
which th" rrcmmunicat ions ccumands, engineering commands, or
CECCC h£/e prrrviously arranged. Jnder th? CSA concept,





C'jrren'il y, there is a controlling company for every
circuit. If there is any problem, the user can call the
ccnttcllitg conpany, log-off the circuit, and the cont-
rolling coT.pan
.^ will find the problem, gst i- fixed, and
notify tr : use: when th":^ circuit was again operating,
-• 5-^2^C .Enter irn Procedures
Recognizing the import of the FCC Compu-^er Inquiry
II Decir-icn (ind perhaps anticipating the AT5T/D0J Consen*
Agrecnent) , D2CC0 at Scott AFB, Illinois, issued a letter in





^AUIOVOM (automatic voice network.]
voice system of the U.S. Department
Quality trunks are used and different
cre-emption are provided. AUTOVON
fnessace-switched digital record message traffic [Ref. i* ].
FIS is a U.S. govsrnment communications system
administered by GSA, which covers the 50 states, Puerto
Sico, and the Virgin Islands, and provides services for




cf ^.h€ changBs m the "sl scomraunica^ions ir-dustrv
-o thr
various service comniunicaticns commands [Sef. 31]. Sinc =
the nili-ary tasa ts i^c ommunications mar.ager will b^
pursuing many of his acquisitions
-chrough -ches? commands, it
will t9 ins-ructivs to raview the conclusions and r=ccnim£n-
daticrs ccntained in this letter.
As a result of the FCC Compu-er Inquiry II Decision,
CECCO concludes:
(1) All new, deregula-ed C?S is by i^fini-ion
eligible for compe-ition in -^he absence of
specific sole source ias-if ica-^. icn tc -^^he
contrary.
(2) Embedded equipmen. and equipment i:: the
telephone companies' in v<=n-or i es as of
December 31, 1982, can be offered under
tariff until all C?3 is deregulated.
(3) All major C?S used tc provide enhanced
service is now -o be considered eligible for
competition and tne appropriate procedures
for securing competition seated in th^
Defense Acquisiriicn Regula-ions (DAP.) mijst
be followed .
(U ) For requirements which will result in a
total obligation of in =>xcfess of - 3n -hou-
sand dollars (310,000), unless the customer
can provide de-^ailed iusti f icat ion
explaining why only a sole source can
provide the equipment or service, -he
easterner must submit a performance specifi-
cation with the telecommunications service
request (TSR) in order that DECCO can prop-
erly synopsize the requirement for
publication in the Commerce Business Dailv
and issue a formal soljicitation to industry.
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(5) 5jhil5 tha customer may feel l?ss ~hin -Nulli-
fied T.O wri"^£ a DAfi parf ormancr specifica-
tion, DECCO considers it the kay to <7r;o^.
acqaisiticn action. It is the base aeon
which proposals are developed and cffrTrd,
negotiations conducted, -^he contract
awarded, and criteria set by which the
government can determine stated require-
nients will be met. A poorly written
performance specification can mean disaster
for the customer and many haadachss for the
contracting officer.
DECCO suggests five functions which are satisfiei by
:h= terfcrmance standard:
(1) It ccmmunicat-s tc ir.ii.Ttry wh = - is r =qair=d
to b€ responsive tc th2 solicitation;
(2) It serves as -he basis tc technically -val-
uat 2 alternative solutions offered by
industry to me?t stated requirements;
(3) It serves as the foundation for ^.i-nz-
accepting or rejecting delivered supplies or
ssr V ice;
(4) It serves the nasrs det ar min
equipment performs correc-ly once in
service;
(5) It defines what the government should oe
getting for what it is spending,
EZCCO* s letter offers the foilcwing guidelines to
supplement the CAR instructions for preparation of these
specifications:
(1) The performance specification should be
written in clear, unambiguous t=rms.
Verbiage should be critiqued for mear.ina
prior to inclusion. If a particular
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description is unclear, i- shcula h9
lewri-ten until ther^ can only br ?ne
reasonable interpretation by all par-::. = 3,
(2) A middle-of-the-road atti-.adr mus": bs- ^=r.en
with regard to flexibility. If * he psrfcr-
iDanc<= specification is too br ':••?;! th^
contractor may deliver a product thr?-^ does
not satisfy the customer's r. ieds, bu- the
govarnment may De forc~i to 3.ccszi it.
Conversely, rigid, r9stric-ive paramo -^t ^rs
inhibit a ccn-ractor's cr? = -^ivi-y ai:d inno-
vative effort, restrict compsti-^ icn» an i may
result in sustainable prot'^sts.
(3) Th9 Performance specification should b?
written in conventional languags t-r th^
axtent possible witho'it sacrificing th?
technical specifics ne5d=?d to defin? T^.rfcr-
mancs parameters. Frequently, diagrams or
schematics which illustrate hew and '/--r =
desired equipment will operate and vhi- i~.
must interface with are helpful,
(4) Frooerly dated and pertinent reference dciri-
ments should be attached to the per for la ::cr
specification, or a statement inclu=^*^d to
advise where such documents can be octair.ed.
(5) The user should determine if !ii i 1 i t a r
y
federal specifications are applicable -ind
available.
(6) General and background information should be
clearly separated from directions and
contractor responsibilities.
(7) The period of performance or delivery sche-
dule should be accurately specified in terms
cf dates or elapsed time.
(8) Proper quantities must be shown.
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(9) Ihe user should de-smin^ if th^ squipm^n-




when acquiring xajor compet i^:iv9 CPE, mus-
aloO furnish DECCO with a i:echnical evaluation plan lailcr^^d
to the performancs speci fication -^o incladr th^: fcllcwir.g:
(1) Tha basis for award which is -h=; framework
within which the gov arriajfinr ir-':^nds tc -ival-
uats proposals and a war a a ccn-:racT.
(2) A list of evaluation ':ri~-ria (faciors and
sub factors) and their r-rlat.-.ve crier of
importance.
(3) A narrarive descr:.?Tion of wh^i- -^.h- govarn-
ment =xp9ct3 to revisw vi-hi]: the fac-.crs
and iUbfactcrs.
(U) Identification my facer o:: sub fact or of
such a critical importancr -h.:.-: an unsatis-
factory rating could r.inds:: a proposal
techrically nonrasponsi v=.
(5) Inforiiation tc offerors on t^.e format and
content of offers or prcccsaLs n^^-sded for
evaluation.
(6) Information for thf contr-'.cting officer such
as technical evaluation techniques, ratio-
nale for evaluation factors, and specific
weights (if any) to b-t assigned to th=-
factors and subfactors.
(7) Anticipated system or equipment service
life.
(8) Information as to whetner or not a purchase




^ • changing Prgc
s
dura s
The first issue to ccnfron- -he raili-ary base t<=le-
communicaticns manager is the laase or buy decision for the
currently in place CEE and inside wiring. These items lay
either continue to be leased as they ars at ores=n-, or they
may be purchased from the local --siephone company outright.
The Icngci the t sleccmmunica tions manager waits to purchase
teleccmmunications equipment, the more
€:xr=ns:.ve it will
fce.is
In the n =ar future, the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command, the second eschelcn procurement crgar.iza t icn for
the Navy, will develop general service agreements (require-
ments contracts) by which the military tel -rCCDimunica-icns
manager can order crdinary terminal equipment. Other
services can be expected to follow sitnilar routes. The
general ssrvica agreements will identify all ordinary equip-
ment and thr estimated quantity required. rhe bidders will
respond to two line items on each type of equipment: one
line it = !r reflecting installation c^sts, and th'= o-^her
reflecting yearly 1 =ase/ser vice charges. x?cu:ring l=ase/
servici charges will either be ren egoti:: td; I a^mually, b^
adjusted based upon economic price ad jus ts -n t prrvisions, or
b- ore-priced for the optimum years. CSA's car. be used to
acquire service, but not to acquire squipm^nt or inhous=
wiring.
Ccmplex equipment not covered by the general service
agreements (e.g. electronic automatic ?35's and special
dssemtlics) will be competitively procured 3n an individual
basis
.
I'This assumption is based upon several y^ars of
spiralling inflation, the initial regu9Sts for rate changes
based en ' divest it ure , and the 30C's initial offers *o
customers to allow them to ourchase equipment. A good
iranager will keep abreast of the trends and will mak= -'udg-
ments based on c^rrrent information.
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Ths -al2phor-s cooipanias can offer equipment for
£al=, but ipusz comp€te wi-i h o-h=r suppliers. Sv = l if the
equipment is irstalled and aiaintained by the teleohone
compar.y separate (non-tariff) charges will bs levied. Ths
telephone ccirpanies will probably not allow any customer to
mix another company's T'-rninal equipment with equipment
leased from them.
C. BE5FCSSIBILITIES
^' l£l^l Systems Par3D-?ctive
Hacb circuit other than a strictly local cn^ will be
an amalgamation of several la-works and possibly seA^eral
equip ire rt s'jcpli=rs. lai n-.aini r.g records of each circui*
will be nianda-ory for -ne t eleconmunications manager who
will quite possibly te the only or.e who has -he incc-r.-iv^ to
keep track of the big picture. Hs or she must be capable of
asking and answering z'ai. que =tio?.s, which will arise when a
circuit gees out: Whoa io I -calk to whan a circuit has an
outage, the Long Distance carrier, -he local exchange tele-
phone company, the teriiinal equipment vendor, a thiri party
maintenanca contractcr, or whom?
An excellent exaninle of the kind of planning and
action during a crisis situation which, in the future, may
involve tha military base telecommunications manager was
clearly shewn by the Bell System mobilization during the
Cuban refugee crisis in 19 30. As the influx of refugees
curgecned to critical proportions, the United States Army
Communications Command in Arizona contacted AT8T to ask the
cell system to conduct a review of availability of telephone
communica-^icns capabilities at potential relocation si-es.
The AT&T Long Lines Manager at Sierra 7ista, Az. was the
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designarid E«Ii System point of conxact wi*h various ATST
offices ai^srted to provide support and in-sractior. with
cxhar gov=r'-.t:;'5nr agencies. Initial estiaatas wera that one
hundred and twenty-five circuits would b= required in
Arizona a~ Fort Chaff 9e--with only twenty-five available at
that tise. In less than a month the requirements had
swollen tc •: wc hundrsd and sixty circuits.
Ir. P^.isylvania, at Fort Indiantown Gap, ths ^.els-
phone systeii garnered resources and installed a one hundred
and twenty channel microwave radio system in only four days.
At Fnrt McCoy in Wisconsin, Wisconsin Telephone
Company (£ell System) was recruited to install facilites for
Northwest Telephone Company, an independent telephone
company. The existing buried cable servicing the Fort .^cCoy
area vac defective and Northwest Telephone did net have *h*
perscnnrl required to do the repair job in the week-tc-ten
days required. One hundred Wisconsin Telephone workers
worked ever the ?1smoi:ial Day weekend to replace the defec-
tive catle. Their efforts included installing tnirteen
miles of c?. ble which was diverted by Wisconsin Telephone
frOdi ancther 5ell System Company, Illinois Sell.
-* Ii35 1^^=23 1 Eirergency Management A aencv
With the break up of the Bell System and until the
20C's establish a functioning central coordinating organiza-
tion, coordinating any such future operations involvina
military bases may involve talents of the military base-ale-
communicatio ns officer working in cooperation with th^
military communications representative assigned to the
Federal Emergency .Management Agency.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FSWA) was
established in 1979 to coordinate all federal, state, and
local preparations for response to and management of any




The key word is coordinate. All -he various federal
ager.ci€£ must have rational secuiity/smargency pr sparedness
plar £ which FEIMA, in turn, will coordinate. Each cf the ten
FEM?. ra-gions has a Mili'rary Communications Representative
desigr.atsd ty the appropriate military Area Commander tc
serve, when required, on the Emergency Communications Staff
to c:dvis€ en the military capability for providing ccmmuni-
cati ens support in a disastei area, and to supervise the
operations cf such support when required [fief- 50].
The military tas s telecommunications officer should
establish liaison with the FSMA Military Ccmmunica-icns
Rep:-esentativ= to ascertain the types of irformation that
would te required in a disaster situation should use of base
faci.lities be required, and he or she should rehearse
various scenarios and have a good idea cf the options which
he cr she would be called upon to exercise.
D. RESTCBATION ERIOBITIES
In addition to being prepared to make the base teleccm-
iDunncat ions facilities available in case of disasters, the
*'=-l-::Communicatio ns manaaer should have a well-defined plan
cf restoration priorities should the base suffer a massive
outage of its telephone circuits. In formulating such a
plan he cr she must know not only the Base Co:nmander*s
priorities, but alsc the topography of each circuit and the
points cf ccntac- as the various telephone companies which
provide facilities utilized by each circuit. Previously,
cne contact with the Bell System representative would set in
i*In addition to cooriinatina federal, state and local
government agencies, FEMA runs'the civil defense prccram,
the continuity of government program, the stra-'egic
stockpile, the eiergency broadcast system and natural hazard
mitigation crograms like flood plain management.
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iiioticr. -^.fc* trcubleshcot ing and repair process n«5c = s3^ry f:
raster?; a down circuit. Whether or not such a cr. ^-s-ro
procedure (from the telecomniuiiications manager's vi=wpcint)
will still be available after January 1984, remains to b~
deteriined and will probably be diffsrsrt for differen-
types of circuits. I"'
To be prepared to meet any eventuality, the niilitary
base telecomnunica ticns officer should envisage a scenario
in which each company will troubleshoo- and be responsible
for only its part of "he circuit, and any liaison beyond th?
limits cf "he particular company will have to be accom-
plished by the telecommunications manager.
Jlanagemer.t of overloaded circuits will present the -^.ele-
communica-ions manager with similar problems. In high 'isage
situatior.s, centralized management of the network will be
critical as calling volumes load, and th9n overloa'l trun'-'
group cacabilit ies--the Mother's Day Effrct. Ccn-rcl.5
(managerial and/or technological) will be required tc i<=ep
the netwcrks functioning at maximum efficiency to ensur= the
ccmpliticn cf the greatest number of calls including the
highest priority calls. Stored proaram controlled swi-.ches
and high-speed signalling systems can give the telecommuni-
cations manager a much larger span of control. la
i^The Secretary of Defense has promulaated the proce-
dures for an NCS Circuit Restoration Priority System in
Naticnai Communications System Memorandum No. 1-68
[Ref. 33].
lestcred Program ccn-rol (S?C) is: 1. Con^.rcl of .an
automatic switching arrangement m which tae call prccessma
is iet^rmi-'ed by a program stored in an al-erable memory;
cr, 2. control of a function by sequentially interpr '^t mg
intormation storsd in a mamorv whose structure is indepen-
dent cr the function to be performed [Ref. 4].
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^ • Kulriple Contracts
Giv?n th€ p.sw structure zo zhe tslecommunic^ 'icns
industry, and the sxtsnsive competition between firnis ^nd
products within that industry, the likelihood that the -^ele-
communications manager will be managing several ccn^r^c^s
for equipment, services, and maintenance simultaneously is
very great. Although he or she may view the base teleccmmu-
nications facilities as a single system, the suppliers of
the various carts will look upon themselves as au-^ cnoino as
.
The management challenge for the military base t elecoicmu r.i-
catrcn.: manager will be to orchestrate the contracts ard to
create order out of chaos.
2. Knew Resources And Wherj The_^ Are
The Cuban refugee crisis is again illustrative of
the ^ypes cf advanced planning which will be reguire-: =nd
the knowledge of resources necessary to- the military base
telecommunications officer. In Wisconsin one huridred ^,ni
thirty-five (135) Federal Telephone System (?TS) circuits
were installed at Fcrt :icCoy. The nearest ?TS location
capable cf handling that number of aiiitional services was
the GSA switchboard at Chicago, Illinois. Four (U) AUTOVON
lines were also teririnated at -he Chicago GSA swi-^. chbcard.
These lines cam= from the AUTOVON switch as Hoscommcn,
Michigar.. Sixty (60) business lines were installed at ^ort
McCoy frcm Sparts, Wisconsin, by the combined efforts cf -.h =
Monroe Country Telephone Company and the Wisconsin Telephone
Company.
To meet the suddenly, drastically increased demands.
Hi scons is T=le phone hired and guickly trained more than one
hundred bilingual operators from the University cf Wisconsin




sixteen (16) key sys-^rins and o?.^ hundr?] ^..id
€ighry-five (195) stations were installed a- Fort :^cCc7 ov
Wiscorsin Telephone Company personnel becausri -h? Army coul'^
not provide the equipment and the personnel in -^im-r - r be
ready for the refugees.
A point of contact at each company and st each
agency had -o b= established to achieve the required -.cral
team effort between -^ha mili-ary, the various Bell Sy^-era
groups including the local companies, AT&T Long Lines j.nd
Wes-^rrn Electric, and several independent companies in cider
to turn inactive military installations 1 nt Cltl-£~
fifteen thousand inhabitants, almost overnight.
In *hi3 crisis orders were handled Vvrbfilly v.^th
written confirmation after the services were in ^nd working.
The principal players knew each other and followed basic day
ty day procedures, albeit informally.
Eot ent ia locations for new :ac ies should oe
indentifi€d and a probable sequence of ac*.ivaticn e^^-tib-
lished. An inventory of existing local access f ?s<:ili : ies
and on-bas5 cables ar.d equipment should oe maintained. Ih-
type and amount of emergency facilities that wcall hav- -o
be installed should be identified. Points of ccntdct at
companiis which nay be required to provide services ^^h-'uld
be identified and nurtured.
E. CCBPIEXITIES
Not only is the telecommunications industry increa=rina
in coirplcxity, but also the job of the military bas^^ tele-
communications manager is increasing in complexity--so much
so that in this thesis the job position has been given an
entirely new title. This chapter has pointed to only some
cf "!h€ new and changing facets of the job which may not have
been apparent or extant before the recent changes in the
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industry. A third ar^.a of increast-d complexity is th-
breath of choices which are now availabi-^ -c faciliiata bas<
adminis-ration and to reduce zaieconi munications ccs-.s. Som=






• I]}J li22^2 2^2S£iiii.i§. Company
Ccmiaencing January 1, 1984, th.<h local t€l«chons
company will provide only ths •:lial ':on=--wha- -ha -el-^chcn^
industry calls POTS, plain eld ':9l=phon'= servics. Ths t?l=-
ccmmunicaTions manager i^ill b-= forced -^o make s'ruara--
arrangein€nt £ for all additional ssrvicas and aquipm^n-.
2« Select 3d £xa tiplas
It is not thr int-sniion cf this papsr tc pras~nt 2
com?l = ts sh'^pping list, of -!?le<;ommunica-ions ^quipaian-^ -r.u.
services available tc th? niLlizury bsis^ cus-omars. Such a
lis- would t3 ou- cf date alines-: as soon as it ware wri---=n.
Wha- will b'? don-r will be to provids several examples of rha
more rec=n* and inncvative de /elopments in taleccramurica-
-ions in order -0 give ar idea of -^-he op-ions available.
These 'examples will be given so -hat. the miliriary base
commander and base ^-. aleccir. nunicat-ions manager may realize
that th = r€ are indeed a rayriad of -.alecommun ications equip-
ments and services which can signif icanxiy enhance bas«
adminis- r a^ ion , andf -herefore, should not be ignored.
There ar? more than one hundred suppliers in "-he teleccmnou-
nica-icns indus-ry each of which is ready and willirg -o




S. 5CQUI5INS TEIECOMMDNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
"*
• H 9 u '!, gm e r t Selection
The fact tha- r=^c9n- •csleccmmunica" ions -qaipin'-=r>
€xposi^icr.s hav€ beer, held in Las Vagas is symbolic cf zh-
a-fflcsph'-^r? of exci- anient and high compsiiition which now
^xis-s vithin -bs t3leconiinunica-icns industry. The pagrs of





and r = li-'-d publications such as Ad min is;^T a - iy= c^anaa" .t^nt ;
business T.a-jazines such as ii§.ll Street Journal , Eu s in es s
Jje e k , and 2ll^l§ ? §2^ n ^'^ s_w feklies such as Tia^, N'=w.sy'^-;k>
and US News and Wor_ld Repo rt; regularly repor- on n^^w d3V9l-
cpm-Rts in *he industry and new innova-ions spawned by -he
recer- err cf high cc:!ipe":it ion. * ^
2*
-"iilli^SE^I^ Op tion s
=
, Insi ce wiring
Mn hough wiring is cbvioucsly no- an op'-ion,
selection :.' th= coipany which ins-alls and mam-air.s inside
wiri^-j is --.n oc -ion and will be a required choice cfn-r
January 1, ^93U (unless mili-ary maintenance personnel are
assicr.ed zo the base). Selecnion of the correct company and
type cf wi:"ing i^e.g. twisted pair, coaxial or fiber optics)
will significantly affec^. system installation ana mainte-
nance- costs^ and will alsc affect the system's ability to
accept future equipment and service options.
I'Accendix A contains a partial list
tions related journals which will be of assistance to the
base commander and to the telecommunications manaaer in




Ondci th€ rules of dar sgula-^on, chs cus-oiar
will pay fcr all new insid9 wiring plus maintenance.
However, in at least, one state, California, the Public
Dtilities Ccmmissicn has given Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph approval to authorize the government tc continue
using the company-cwned wiring at no additional cost.
Pacific T=lephon= and Telegraph will retain ownership of all
ether distribution viiring at military bases. This ac-rion
will then create a roaintena nace or repair charq* to tnilitsry
services such as the Navy which do net maintain their
cn-base telephone equipment or inside wiring [Ref. 3U].
t. Instruments and Terminals
Even thcugh they are incr= exp^nsivr at th =
present time, pushbutton tslephcne instruments (Touch-Tone
;.s a registered tradeiark of AT&T), are nearly mandatory for
j.cctSS to th? many advantages the new era in 'eleccmmunica-
••icns offers to "rhe telecommunications user. At -^he presen-
time, such instruments are required for access to o-her than
AT5T long-distance carriers (rotary dial phones can b= used
only if a converter is purchased or rented for each mstru-
liient) , and for access to special features such as elec-.rcnic
mail, stored program control, etc., available from computer-
ized switches.
A typical example of recent advances on the
pushbutton telephone instrument is American Bell
Incorporated 's Genesis Telesystem, a recently unveilei
computerized telephone instrument for ho[n<= and small-
business use witn features such as storage of phone numbers,
automatic dialing, a private seventy-five name personalized
telephone directory, and a display screen which shows th=
number dialed and how long the caller has talked. The
Genesis Telesystem is designed so that optional cartridges
can be plugged in to provide additonal features as new soft-
ware is developed. [Ref. 35].
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c. stored Prcgrim Ccntrcl
Stored rrcgram Con-rol was developed i?. th»
1970 *s and is now coming into axtensiv-? use. Using sp-rcial
sofiwar? located in the telephone company's central office
swi-chboaid, stored program ccn"rol offers greatly increased
flexitility to users by providing fea-ures such as pre-
dial ed numbers, available by pressing cnly one or two
numbers en the instiument, voica-act.i vated dialing, and
non-simultaneous s-^ore and forward programs through which
the user se-s up the call and records the message using the
central office facilities, leaving instructions to actually
complete the call at a later time.
Stored program control also provides for central
cffice answering with remote retrieval and even revision of
the message, by entry of special code numbers entered frcn a
pushbutton key pad, cr, when only rotary equipment is avai-
lable, by use of a special tone generator. The user can
phone his cr her cvn number and hear a list of all the
numoers froci which he or she has received calls during his
cr her absence, cue the stored program control -o rec^iv-
messages during conferences, or screen calls by ent=ring
into central memory the numbers of phones from which he or
she will receive calls. All other callers would then
receive a busy signal or a recorded message. The user may
also hav= the option of having the number cf the caller
displayed before accepting the call. Stored Program Control
can also be utilized to set up conference calls, and to
allow the user to accept an additional call without discon-




Direct ertry of information from k=-y paa= into
c=n"::ral ccmputer systems could be a simple and rff-sc-.ivT
inethcd fcr placing crders for parts into a supply syst.= n
computer, fcr electronic transfer of funds, and fcr bill
paying tc cieditcr's accounts.
«. VideotexT
Videctext is a rapidly expanding mulzi-f ac-ied
user service which allows the user to use a data ?.ntry
t^minal and a television se- tc call up information scored
in many cen-ral dara bases and display ix in -ext or graphic
form. It is simple tc cperat', uses only inexpensive, ncn-
innelliqent terminals, allows convenient access to
up-to-date inf or ocaticn, and permits effective interic-ion
be-we-n the user and the supplier of tha inf crraa ticn.
Storage casset-=s enable the user to store th-v data
retreived fcr future reference.
f. Facilities Management Systems
Tele-Alarn: services which can provide fcr
managemer- cf energy systems, protection systems and fire
and flccdinc alarms are also feasible ^ith sensing systems
which work through the user's phone wiring. These sensina
systems are cont inuously polled by a central office computer
which detec-s any alarm condition and autcma- ica lly alerts
with a tailcred message a predetermined roster of people who
can deal wi-h ^ny emergency which develops. Tele-alarm
services are available with American Telephone's Dimension
FBX as well as with cany other ?BX systems.
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g. Esil Telephor^e* s Dimension Systsoi'.
In additicn to the tels-alarffl service, -he AI&T
Dimsnsion analog systsm has several r^^csn- 5rihanc5!i!<=^r ::.-. It
now features a distributed com municac ions system capable of
handling up to twenty-fiv9 thousand stations in £ anifisd
systsni. It now has 9.6 kilobit data switching tc n=.ndl'=
voice and data through the same switch. When coupled with
sophisticated maragement reporting systams, i- car. pjjcvide
call lanagement and automated call distribution, a-.d it can
provide message center service and message center dir^ctorv
to expedite incoming message handling.
C. ACQUIRING TEIECOMMONICATIOMS SERVICES
''
• Selecting Ser vices
Discerning the advantages and disadvan-"- ^ges ct th *-
new t elecomrnunicaticr.s services which are availaol'- -.odiy,
or which will be available in the near future, '/ill be a
challenge to the military base telecoaiaunicationo manager's
knowledge and vision, as the new services will cff-.r novel
ways in which the advances in teleccminunicationo- t .^cr.'cloav
can serv= to enhance the administrative eifici-inc? of the
hase personnel. Key decision makers can be made .Tior= c^cces-
sible, 'hey can gain greater access tc ap -^c dats
inf omaticn , and that precious commodity, time, can be
better utilized at high-tempo establis hmen- s. Shcrt-term
expenditures can lead to long-terra financial savir.gs through
selection of the right new services. It is in the irea of
teleccmmunicaticns services where th^ military officer can
transform his role from that of order taker, reacting to the




2 • Service Cp-ticns
Ihe it-sras t^low fora a pari:.?.! Listing of -he
various t el eco am uni cation.? services which the telecomraarica-
tions manager may wish to aiak=r avaiiaoi? to -ha users at his
cr her base. Due to nhe dynamic nature of the industry, it
can be ar.ticipat=d tha* this list will change rapidly in the
near future.
a. Message lele phone Service
Message Telephone Service (*1TS) is the familiar
dial-uc service rendered on a local exchange basis or on a
long distance or toll basis. This i^ the bread and butter
of any t aleccmaunica ticns system.
b. Dedicated Circuits
In contrast to 'ATS are t.'ie dedicated circuits
vihich are leased to the com aiunications --ervice subscriber on
a private cr exclusive basis for the transnission of .voice,
data, facsimile, video or a combinacicn of these.
c. Community An-enna Tel-?visio- Cable
In remote ^reas wheie con venxicnal telephone
transmission facilities are limited ^,
exist, that of community antenna television (CATV) caole.
Where installed, CAIV cable offers an excellent bread-band
transiris sion medium capable of prcvidinc' almost any type of
teleccmmunications service. CATV may be a very viable
method by which to expand telecomraunioation capabilities at
trilitary bases ir rural areas.
Indeed, CATV cable may be an attractive alterna-
tive tc conventional transmission media even in urban areas.
New Ycric City has been purchasing lines from Manhattan Cable
TV Inc., and hopes eventually to set-up a private
a neither option may
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cc a mur.ica-icr.s n€t using cabls TV lines -o link: all of 1*3
City cfficss.
d. Call For««arding
Call for^^arding is a .= arvic:e fsarure, usually
available through th<i phone company cen-:ral office switching
system, whereby calls can be rerouted au-omat ically from one
line tc ancthsr or tc an att-endanr. This service car. be
combined with local l:eep=r paging cervncss when "he user is
in areas away frcra his or her home >"ffic:3.
e. Telsphons Answering Services;
Tslefhone answsring facili.-ies can be
services, ievices, cr a cc mbinar lor. of -he -wc
: 1- ner
A at oma-ic
answering machinas capable cf answering calls and delivering
a r?ccri=d iiessage are available for l^rss than cn= hundred
dollars. More expensive ievnces be-.ip the caller so a
message can be recorded. The inos- sophj.sticated (and hence,
3iost expensive) devices have features such as delivery of
stored -pessages to a traveling usii , longer tapes to stor-
icre DDSssages, lost-call ccunt--^r:-; and similar bells and
whistles .
Local answering servicvs ofJier a less rxp^r.sive
way tc receive messages when the user his or her
office. When leaving the office, the user initiates the
call- fcrwar ding feature of the telephone system by dialing
two digits which "Jill elicit a beep after which he or she
dials the number cf the answering service. When th=
answering STrvics answers, the call forwarding has beer nut
into effect. Thereafter, all calls arriving on the first




One drawback to -he ass of a local
answering service is -^hat th* service opera^
any way cf kncwir.g which phcn=? is ringing, sc rh^y ar?
forced zc rc-scrt t-") answering with simple phrases such as
"May I help you?". If the base is largs enough -c support
i*:, and the n'=ed is sufficien-^, -he -eleccitimunica^icns
managsr may wart nc ser up a base telephone answering
service tc smooth th'- answering process and -o reduce cc^zs.
A third answering service op-icn is ^ special
"800" inward WATS service such as tha- offered by the
Cincinna-i fira, E'iGcucall. Users are assigned a special
four-digiT extension number. Callers dial the special "300"
numoer, ask for the ex-ension number, and leave -h=ir
inessages with the cperator. The opera-cr may be aiven
special ir.s-ruc" ions by the aser to have cer-^ain type cf
call=rs given in for rjc.zior abou- how -o ge- in -ouch wi-h the
user in ei^ergencies, >bzc , The user may use this service -o
retrieve message = if ft iy callers and by his or her cwn
staff without re':arn:.ng -o the office.
f. Cffice Cr. mpu-er Networ.^s
Office ".etwcirks supplied by co?ipii-rr vendors
connected to ?3X*s can r.ow provide an economic alternative
to phcne lines currently installed. After doing a cost
comparison that shewed it could save sixty-five million
dollars over the next ten years, Westinghouse Ilrctric
Corporation decided to install its own private ne-^-wcrk
between its fort 7- five offices in the Pittsburg area.
g. Private Networks
Last summer. Satellite Business Systems, a
consortium cf IBM, Aetna and C0?1SAT, announced tha- i- was
entering the voice-only market. This gives the user ye- one
more way around the local telephone system by using a
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cocab ir.aTiicn cf satellites, SES earth terminals, microwave
relays, an 5 customer owned/leased termination =-qui client to
set up ths user's own private network.
SBS also offers a wideband service between scat-
tered u£3rs in the same organization which integrates
all-digit il transmission of telephone conversations,
computer 5ata, electronic mail and video teleconferencing.
And SI3S offers a high-speed facsimile, which delivers one
letter-size page per second.
ATST has recently unveiled a terrestial diaital
service f :r high volume users which will provide a laixture
cf vc.-.cs, data and facsimile transmission,
tiotal equipment, vidao transmission.
h. Electronic Mail
^ y^r\ with addi-
7^'
trc.
Although the concept of electronic mail has not
h=9n ceveloped fcr military applications, it is protible
ths advantages it offers for reducing le-tsr and memo
::-=sing and -r'ansmission costs, for reducina mili-.ary
:;i message traffic, for providing an alternative route
Icvi fri::rity traffic, and for offt^ring iniportant us-rs a
rast , ^ ^ ; ^ ^
add-
smaj
ficient method of communications, will scon lead to
idcp-^icn. Ihe forthcoming Digital Data Network 1 will
r the option of electronic mail to its users ifiith the
d benefit of cryptographic security. The development of
ler, smart terminals solely for the handling cf elec-
ic mail would be a logical outgrowth of the system. 20
20Digital Data Network 1 is a wartime survivable,
securs, a€i3€ndable, and affordable common user data communi-
cations ne-^-work wnich is designed to meet all the present
and planned computer network requirements cf the Department
cf Defense. Based on established data network tecnnclogy.
Digital Data Network 1 will connect up to nine-y-one phvsi-
cally ssparats computer networks operated by Department of
Defense units organizations. Implementation is scheduled to
begin in fiscal year 1983 and ths network is scheduled -^o be
in full operation by the and of fiscal year 1986.
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In a typical electronic mail sys'^9ra,
dis-ributsd throughout an organization are linked -c ^i-her
a csntral or distributed computer sys^er, or a comtir.a- ior.
of bcxh, to handle mail processing, store-and- forward func-
tions, and Tiext managemen*: over communications lines. Such
a system enables the user to access his or her electronic
mailbcx through a computer terminal, and -o sand informa-ion
from the terminal to ether subscribers [Bef. 36].
One government agency, the Food and Drua
Administration (FDA) , has alraady switched from a governmen-
teletype system to a computer-based message system in its
cffic€s nationwide, and thereby has achieved cost savings
and ease of communications. The FDA estimates that it is
saving atcut a million dollars a year by using -he elec-
tronic mail system, including savings on personnel,
equipment rental, and teletype leased lines and message
charges. The FDA's new system also virtually elimina-*:es
"telephone tag", the tuzz-word for the difficul-y frequently
experienced in trying to connect with the right party over
the telephone. This scm^^times seemingly endless process of
call-up/call-back is never a problem with an electronic mail
system. And, according to Herb F. Klein, Director of the
Office cf Resource, Planning and Management 5t the FDA
Cffice in Sockville, Mi., "...the volume cf information
handled ty this system surpasses what the T2LEX, regular
mail or any other standard method could..." [Ref. 36],
The FDA's system utilizes existing communica-
tions word processors to prepare messages which are
transmitted through a host computer directly -o electronic
mailboxes located in offices in all fifty states. The
computer-based message system of the FDA has either lcc~i or
cff-site access which allows messages to other users or
memos for one's self to be sent from the user's home phone
to the cffice electronic mail processors.
9a

J. • Facsimile Transmission
Facsimile transmission is an electronic ccmmuni-
caticns crccsss whereby exact copies of printed, written,
and/or graphic material are sent and received over standard
telephone lines. This process virtually guarantees error-
free messages. The sending machine electronically scans a
document an5 sends a corresponding signal ov^r public tele-
phone lines to a recriving machine that decodes and converts
the signal into a hard copy facsimile.
Facsimile can be utilized tc transmit hand-
written orders, complex tabular data, and maps or charts.
It requires a fairly wide bandwidth, but black and white
copies can be transiitted satisfactorily over voice-grade
circuits. Transmission times of thirty seconds to two
minut€s are typical, but should be improved upon in the near
j. Vcics Mail and Message Systems
Cne expert has estimated that it takes an
average cf six phone calls to get the right parties toaether
en the telephone [Ref- 36: p. ^3], A recently-developed
innovation designed to reduce telephone tag and also tc
reduce the need for certain forms of written communications
such as interoffice memos, interoffice electronic mail, and
ether short-lived, one-way communications is the Voice Mail
and Message System. [Ref. 37]. These systeins are buil-
around dedicated, large-disk mini- or microcompu-ers with
large storage capabilities.
When a caller wants to leave a message, the
system's voice, which has been recorded and s+ored in
digital fcrm, asks the caller tc enter his or her code by
pressing the appropriate buttons on a standard pushbutton
phone and then entering the mailbox number of the recipient
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(or r«cipi€nts--t.h5£€ voice messages can be br-Dadcco- tc
many Icca-ticns) . Cnca this information has bs&n snt-r^i,
the caller dictates the messag9 by speaking into th-; phcn'^.
The system's digitized voice prompts z'n^ caller
throughout the process, providing guidance on hew -o
proceed. When the iressage has been completed, ~he caller' =-
voice is immediately digitized and stored or. a. ccmcuter
disl^. It is then available to the recipients when they
call-in for messages.
With the voice mail or message system, th=^
caller is able to:
(1) Store a message in a voice mailbox which
the calling party can access trtm any
pushbutton phone;
(2) Broadcast a single message to mcr= than
cne recipient;
(3) Specify iither immediate cor;.nection with
the called party if the person i^ ^rai-
lable, or designate a delivery ti;a- for
the message;
(4) Ensure message confidentiality '/^ith
pass wor ds;
(5) Delete long pauses;
(6) retransmit the raceived message with
added comments; and
(7) Feceive his or her mail at reraot*^
locations.
With such a system duty officers could fil= a
running leg of a crisis situation which would be available
to officers who could not be at the scene, reconnaissance
units could file intelligence reports, and secretaries could
prepare memcs to brief bosses Mho are out of the office.
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D. CEILDIAB MOBILE BADIO TEL2PB0HE SiSTESS
An up-and-coming complerat^n- and/or coai per iter -o the
local talephcne syst=m is tha cellular mobile? radio tele-
phone system. Such a system will consist of 'inrea hundred
and thirty-three channels in the three huiidi,--^d m^^igahertz
frequency band. Each metropoli-an area will he divided into
twen-^y zr mere grids or cells, each of which /"'ill have a
receiver/transmitter—called a cell site, ba3e site, or base
Stat icn--which will provide communication s wi-^h th-- mobile
and pcrtafclr units in the cell. Each bass .sta-ion will be
connected tc a central Mobile Switching Offict which will b<=
connected to the local telephone system. By cell- splitting
and frequency re-use in non-adjacent cells, considerably
more than three hundred and thirty-three users can i:e acco-
modated, and the FCC s requirement that two syf-tems—
a
telephone company and a radio common carrier w.'rh i.ien^ical
capabilities— be available in each market, als') proiiises to
farther increase service capacity in a particular geographic
area [Hef- 38]. (New Yorlc City may eventually have as many
as two hundred and fifty thousand car phones, .iccording to
one estimate.) In June of 1982, waen the FCC cpen-^d up
applications for the thirty major metropolitan areas, cne
hundred and ninety-fcur applications flooded in.
Cellular systems are presen-^iy being tried in Chicago
and in Washingtor., D.C., each system comprised of a network
of transmitters covering a thirteen to tnree hv, ndrei square
Ecile cell. Computers switch calls from transmitter to "tran-
smitter as the user travels around the metropolitan area.
General Electric has file'? a proposal with -he FCC *or a
slightly different car radio system which would enable users
to make and receive calls that will be relayed between the
car and the public telephone network through a base sta-ion
attached to the user's home or office telephone. The range
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cf th€ sys-em would be thre^ t ive- la^iss. bu-t j^r.sral
Zlactric ariticipa t9£ rha - o-har companias will begin
buildicg and operating ret rar.smi-tars to ralay -.he a'^bile
unit signals which will enable -he subscriber -c ma^v'r and
receive calls within a fifteen mile radius of rhe base
sta-icn [Ref. 39]. Such sys-etns could greeily improve
response time of serior decision inakers when cut cf their
offices.
a. Teleconferencing
The rapid escalation of energy cosr£; in -he pas-
decade, combined with two rc-cesaions wi-.hin the pas- five
years, hav= spawned a rapidly growing narJcs- in teleconfer-
encing. Preliminary s^.udies nave shown -^-ha-
teleccnf erencing offers both financial and decision-making
advantages.
Teleconferencing comes in various op-^icns from
what is litile mere than an amplified *: el^chone call be-ween
two users tc' large video conventions.
(1) Audio £.9.I1.L^Z1ll 9^:23. '---^s a voice tran-
siEission unit or audio hoc tc connect
two or more telephones between two
offices with a nu.riber of p = ople present
at eacn location.
(2) W ult i-Doint Audio T eleconf erencing links
more than two locations thrcuah
(3)
centrally located piece of equipment,
thereby enabling attendees at several
geographical locations to hear and to be
heard.
Aud io- p lus -graphics T e 1 e cp i: f e r e n c i n g is
accomplished through the use of facsi-
aile eguipmenx, tele writing equipment,




rscer.- innovation which allows an i [11^93,
written or drawn with regular chalk on
the falack.ooard to be digitized and -ran-
ssittsd to th? other conference
loca-^ion:^ whsre it is displayed on
cathode ray tubas (CRT's).
(4) There are two ^ypes of Vide o
Tele con f nrencinq : continuous- mot icn, or
live, video; and slow-scan, or freeze-
frame, /ideo. '4ith Conrinuous-ac- ion
^i^k2e ""-he picture changes -.hirty-^hree
times cer second, thus creating the
impression that the picture is moving.
With Slow-§2^ii 1±^12» ^'^^ image changes
cnly once every few seconds- -ten to
sixty-plas, depending on the bandwidth
of the circuit- -thus creating a -lide
show effect which is perfectly accep-
table w !ien there is little motion.
(5) Cc ini": ut e r Conf ere ncing is another form of
teleconfs-. re ncing in which a number of
individuals use !cey board terininals,
printers and telephone lines to SiCc^ss a
coinmov; computer in order to ccmirunicate
with one another. Participants can
ccniinent, ask guestions, and dispute or
seek further information on any of the
material loaded in the computer or its
files prior to the conference.
American Telephone offers two slightly different
approaches to teleconferencing:
(1) AT5T Conference Operators are specially
trained people who know how to set up a
conference using the least expensive
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routes, A uniforni charae applies *o
setting up each leg or ccnr.ecticn, and
when the nexwork is ccmpl9t<=, -h =
conference begins a- normal long-
distance rates to the points involved.
The number of participants lay be
limited, however,
(2) AT&T PicturePhone Servica is available
in certain cities at specially-equipped
rooms whare tape r=corders and TV moni-
tors are also available. Costs vary
with distance and length. ATST opened
its first teleconferencing C9nt=rs
(Fictur ePhone Meeting Service) in New
York City and Washington, D.C., in the
summer of 1982. At *hat time, th'=^
Company planned to hav<: eleven iiore
fublic St alios operating within six
months, and a total of more than forty
by the enl of 198 3 [Ref. 38].
DaroT^e Corporation has developed special equip-
nient to pernii:, la::ge teleconferences. Participants join by
dialing an area code and number, and may leave the confer-
ence at any time. Charges to set up the conference are by
the hour, and during the conference regular long distance
rates apply. Special voice-activation equipment prevents
more than one person from speaking at a "rim^, and a second
phone line can b^ used to provide slow-scan video.
Teleconferencing rooms provide for audio and
video contact, augmented by a variety of text, data, an i
graphics displays. Some rooms have iarg«, six foot by nine
foo* screens. Participants have portable microphon=s to
allow them to move around the room to use the electronic
tlacktoards and/or ether special equipment The camera is
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triggered, focused, and directed by sigr.als frcm th= :nicro-
phones. Sipart copiers can -ransmi- and receive nc- only
hard copies of material brought by the participants, bu-.
also information which is i r. central s-orage. Such services
are net inexpensive. A one hour session between New York
ani San Francisco is rwanty—ihree hundred dollars. Users
can ins-all their own facilities for abou- two hundred and
thirty thousand dollars, plus a monthly rental fee cf nearly
twelve thousand dollars. These costs must te compared to
the alternative of cross-country -ravel expenses, and ar-
expected to decrease when the s'=^rvices become more widely
used.
According to Quantum Science, a New York-based
research firir, -^he rumb^r of installed teleconference rooms
will increase to 4340 by 1986, up from the 1981 figure of
57 5. Cf those, 116 5 will be continuoas-moticn video
centers, 1425 will be slow-scan, and 1750 will be audio/
graphics [Ref. 43: p. 70].
E. MCNITCRING COSTS
"*
• ^ost S a V in q Cptions
Hudgerary controls are a critical part of contem-
parary management techniques. One area of expense which can
easily increase dramatically and put strains on the rest cf
the budget is telecommunications costs. It is hard -o argue
against the value and importance of telecommunications for
speed, flexibility, and rela-^ive cost of information
transfer in contrast with letters sent through conventional
channels, or face to face communications which may necessi-
tate time-ccnsuming and expensive travel. Purthermcre, the
telecommunications industry has developed equipment and
services which can serve to control and/or reduce telecommu-
nications expenses, and also reduce the expenses of record
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corr«5spo?.denc2 and face to facs ccumunicat icn = as well. Foi
exaapls, Fhor.etelT Corpcranion mak^s a ievic9 called
Fhonema st'Sr which restricts the locations to which calls car.
te mad€ from a particular phcr.s.
Another opticr. is one of the call monitoring systems
which ars new availatle in several varieties. There is such
a demand for this service that products are available fro-n
bcth large and small manufacturers. The least exoensiv^
devices ar^ printers that act simultaneously with the
dialing cf a call. However, the chronological listing
created must be processed to diviie the calls intc needed
catagcries-'-such as criginating station number, depar-^.ment.
number, or client number--r aising the effective cost cf th-
d=vic€.
A Rochester, N.?., inar.uf actur er , Syk^s Datatrcrics,
has cev-rlcped ^quiciEent utilizing floppy disks, which
provides completT management reporting. For outright sal^,
it is priced at less than seventeen thousand dcllars
($17, COG). This Ccmm-Stor unit is also tariffed by mos-
Hell System companies, and is thus available on a monthly
rental. Sykes also manufactures the Call-Quest unit dis-ri-
tuted by a Sarascta, Fla
.
, firm, Com-Dev. Thers are many
cthar V3ndcrs of similar equipment in this approximate price
range
-
The most sophisticated eguipmen- is built by firms
like Datapcint of San An-onio (Infos witch) , ACTION/Honeyw =11
cf Dallas (Rcadrunner and WATS-3ox II) , and Ccmmcndf^r
Systcis Inc. of Worthing^on, Ohio (WATS Commander). The
Infoswi-ch and the ACTION prcducis offer least-cos- routing
advantages, plus many highly sophisticated features for
better call management. Automatic least-cost routing can
include limits on the number of calls waiting in the queue
en any given line, and/or hold some lines op"=n for priority
communications. These accounting systems can also provide
minu"^ €-by-minut e reccrds of calls by originating stations.
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TBX Systems cf Vienna, Va., offers a som^wha- iliffa-
r^n^ system, which puts a special in-erface in th? usars
long distance lines conveying dialing iapuls-^s -c TDX*s
computer in Virginia. Needed data is raccrded for producing
management reports, and the call is placed over the least
expensive route to destination. The user continues to pay
for WATS or other low cost lines available for the organiza-
tion's exclusive use. The TDX system eliminates the ne=:d tc
acquire h^.rdware involved in the more expensive cost-control
units.
2 • Static Mes s a a e Det a il Recording
Telephone message accounting, also known as Static
Message Detail Rscording (SMDR), is another very important
cost saving option. A lass expensive form of call moni-
toring, StIDR is the automatic accumula-^ion cf telephone
activity detail and its subsequent analysis. Tha details
include elements such as the originating station number, the
time and da"^e of the call, the dialed digits, and the dura-
tion of the call. From this information, call costs can be
deteririnsd, analysed, and assigned to specific
dapar tm =nts--a GSA requirement [ Ref . 49: p. 92].
Rctelcom Inc., a subsidiary of Rocnest=r Tslaphcne
Corp., has developed an efficient, inexpensive call racord
systeiE--thc Management Information Telephone Tracking System
(MITTS) --to capture and repor- call data in order to facili-
tate attribution of calls to the appropriate dapartmer.- in
an organization, and to reduce abuses of the phone system.
This system works with any P3X model with data recording
capafciii-y, or a data collection device can be added tc
PBX's lacking this capability.
MITTS collects, stores, processes, and reports call
data; warns of trunk defects or inactivity; and spots prcb-
lams, atuses and waste. It allows managers to attribute
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call^ ': z -h= prefer icca-ion and deparzm^nt, to id^n--..^y tc
whom calls went, and to have charges itr^miz^jd. H^avy users
can be identified, a Ed corrective action can be ini-iv: el if
the report reveals that there are less expen.sivr altetna-
rives which could be ased . This system can hi us-?'! tc
analyse whether telephone capabilities are b^inq used effi-
ciently, to ascertain how many calls are being placed over
toll facilities that should be placed over -?, lcw--?r res-
line, "r tc determine what is The raaxi^num number :;f Cc-lls
placed in a given hour on a given day. Such inf orma tic r. can
te used in decisions to increase or to decrease taler-hone
services.
'Shen a call is placed, the data and tim-^, the ixtan-
sion from which the call was made, the number dialed, the
trunk the call went cut on, and the duraticn of the call are
captured on a cartridge or on a floppy diskette. Once or
twice a month, the cartridge or diskette is shiirpe'^. tc
Rctelcom. Withic forty-eight hours of receipt, each C'i?"zm~
er's data is processed and a series of management reco";:- is
produced. Various basic and optional standard r'-pcrt?' are
available, reports tailored tc -he individual user can be
generated, and historical profiles can be prepared whrc'i can
be useful in forecasting future equipment and service r.eeds
[Ref. 41].
lelecoamunications experts offer a note of cau-^ion:
many users of long distance accounting equipment have had
numerous operational and service problems, and a pruden-^^
manager will be certain that nhe vendor has been in business
long enough to establish a tracfc record for equipment




-• lel^conf grenc inq S^ v ir.q s
Holiday Inns has introduced i-i: Hi-Ne-t T«^l-vi3ion
Network C9tw€en its motels using -h-i' sace .=;a-.^lli-e rran-
smissicn system which it uses for ga=3t room movies. In
1983, a teleconference for fonr .lundreu and fifty (450)
people in thir-y (30) Holiday Inns locar.ec. near the parrici-
pan-s' hcnies cos- eighty-five thousand dollars (385,000) as
compared to a five hundred and f if r y- j"iv e -.hcusand dollar
(t550,CC0) similar-size live conference, including cos-s of
travel ^^d overnigh- accommodations [ S-^- ^2: p, 58]- In
the pas- year, Kil-on Hotels Corp., Sner^/con Corp., Marrict-
Ccrp., Hya--. Corp., and o-hers have also in-roduced viiec
ccnferencinc systems.
Cr. Kathleen J. Hansell, marketing urograms repre-
sentative a-^. Satellite Business Systems (S3:') of Mclean,
Virginia, conducted a survey of ten larg-^ corporations— all
experienced users of video teleconf er rDcnng- - to determine
how effective this t ichniq ue *had been m affecting cojopany
per
f
crirance. According to Dr. Hansell, :he results wer= as
foil o hs :
(1) Three-fourths of th:v respcnde-.ts report =d an
increase in personal pro iuc"^ ivi'^y re^ultincr
from video conferencing;
(2) One-half noted increased meeting effective-
ness ;
(3) One -half reportea a dec: ease in the time
spent making decisions;
(U) Cne-third saw an increase in the quality of
decision making;
(5) Three-fourths reported a decrease in
tra vel-expe nses;
(6) Three-fourths reported a decrease in time
spent away from the office; and
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(7) One- half of the respondents fel* -ha* *h^
amount of ccmmunica*ions among tha various
parts cf T.he crganiza-ion increased.
according to Dr. Hansell, nir.ety percenx of the users were
satisfied with the overall use of video conferencing
[Ref. 43: p. 69].
Although -che above data is obviously biased, the
cost of teleconferencing is ^jxpecred to decrease as the
practice become nore w,\desprea':l , and the lilitary base t-3le-
comaiunicaticns manager [nay find that teleconferencing can
increase efficiency and save i:he base a substantial amount
of travel money, whil;* elininating Icng, unprcduct ive
periods cf -ravel for decision makers. In an experim^^ntal
computer conference conducted by the U.S. Army it was
discovered that the kinds of d^5cisicns that usually took one
cr tvo vieeKS tc be reacned w;jre made in one or two days
using a ccErcuter-ccnierencM [R(»f. 43: p. 68].
**• lh3. Sell System
A acnolithic def t.i der-s tyle company such as ATST
which has actually had disinc sntive s towards innovation and
cost saving would be exp'»cted to be scmewha^ reluctant to
enter the fray. The dives tit are of the BOC's may ev=>n have
a negative effect on the pure research oriented Bell
Laboratcries by redirecting the Lab's effort 3to applied P?^D
[Ref. UU].
American Telephone and Telegraph' s ccmpetitcrs have
teen building ccmputer liic roprocessors into busin-^^ss tele-
phone products for years, and the other equipment suppliers
have be=n faster than Western Electric in introducing compu-
terized features into home telephones.
However, the new American Ball Incorporated products
are beginning to offer some unique features. For the busi-
ness wcrld, ABI will soon be marketing the previously
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E-^TiZiCT^ii Genesis Telesystem, designed to acc^p' optior.al
scftvetr-^; C3rtric.ges which provide features such as a private
sevenxy-five narie personalized telephone directory, or ar.
electronic cadlC'Ck that controls who uses the phcne and what
type €.» calls Cc'.n be made.
?. aCQUI.'jI'IION STRATBGT
The dbc^'e shcppirg list of new -celecoromur-ications ^^quip-
mBnt ani servic^is shculd provide the military base ccmaander
and base- t t-- lee ommunicat ions nianag = r some un i^r st andir.a of
the range of options available, and .'should s-^-imulate ideas
cf hew th-^3'r new options can increase the efficiency of the
base p'3 r £or. rr.el . But it also should serve to demcnstrata
the inc.-js^ras ing complexity in the selection process. Some of
the chcice!=: wil!. be easily made, while others will require
car~fi]lr 'ietail-^: d planning. This paper will now present an
e:va7;ple ci an acquisition strategy which may be used in
plannin.7 for la:-:ge acquisitions, but will also be useful as
an :l:.t el.lrctual discipline in decision making for small
pure has es -
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VIII. DgyELOPIHG A 3ELECQMMONICATIONS ACfilllSITION STHATSGY
A. SC JCB TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL
Wk?-her managing -the acquisition of systems to sarv^ th-r
t^laccmmunications needs for a large iiis- ropclit an area
encompassing several stations or posts within a bas= or
for-, or providing -els phone circui-s for an isolaisd
outpcs", the rapidly evolving na-ure of -he world cf -5le-
communications makes i- imperative rha- -hs mili-^.ary bas^
teleccmmunicarions manager hav= a good grasp of wha- capa-
Diliti=3 he or she hes, what capabilities he or she could br
providing -c improve -he efficiency cf the base, and hew -o
cesolve any deficiencies. Scand managemen- s-rategies and
'techniques will greatly simplify -he job.
E. AH IUDSTBATION
Last year a s-'Jdy was undertaken by -he W?.shina-on
Telecommunications In-erag9ncy Ccmmi--ee (WTIC) -c assess
-he gcvernmen- -eleccmmunica-ions n^eis in -^he Washina-.on,
E.G. metropolitan area. The study called for a sysxem
capable of providing a combination of 3ervices--f rem auto-
mated ocst and sys-em management to integrated office
automation to transmission of voice and data to teleconfer-
encing and sensor services to security and protection
arrangements and optional video [Ref. 45],
The type of network recommended in the study consists of
switches in a fully integrated system able to accommodate
most of the government's exclusive use requirements. Such a
switch would improve on traditional switches or private
branch exchanges so extensively that it would be given ?
completely new designation, ccntroller, because this better
1C8

describes th^ compu tirized ccn~rols wi-h thsir associa'^ed
processor capabilities.
Th9 Commit-ee proposed that economic value should b=
based or. at leas- a ten-year life cycle using preseni value
costing, but thar least cost should not be the sole deter-
Diining fac-.cr. Agency operational needs also mus- be
stressed
.
The Ccmirittee could not decide whether ins- allaticn a?d
mainTencice services should be provided by the govern rre r.-,
hy the supplier, cr by independent contractor; bu- to
provide greater economies, the Committee recommended tha-
the Bepartment of Defense teleccmmuaications servicing rg^n-
cies in the area should interface with the cere systrui,
since the DOD represents such a large segment of the "-ele-
comm unicaticns users in the Washington area.
C. FBOCDBEMENT STSATEGY
Whil? the magnitude of the above cited syst^^m (if imple-
mented, this t elecommunica-ions system would be the fifth
largest in -^he Dnite^ States) is beyond the requirements of
thr typical military base, and beyond the scope of responsi-
bility CI the typical military base telecommunica-^icns
manager, many of the problems and issues faced are similar;
and, whether th^ acguisi-^ion is a major system cr a sim^^le
PBX, the development cf a workable telecommunications acqui-
sition strategy will inevitably assist the military base
telaccmmuricat ions manager with the procurement.
The first, basic, and most essential issue tc oe
addressed in any telecomm unica-^.ions acquisition, is the
question cf how the telecommunication system will contribute
to the more efficient running of the base. This question
must be paramount in any acquisitiion decision, and each of
the steps in the procurement strategy must be oriented to
-he efficient, ccst- effective administration cf the base.
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with zhis iz mind, the de velopai-rnt of a pr'Tcarri!
strategy can be approached in five sraps:
(1) Define the procuremenr objective,
(2) Consider the ways to achieve this obiecti
(3) Cevelcp the operational specifications,
(4) Derive the functional specifications,
(5) Do a cos-/benefit analysis.
Steps two through five are interrelated and feedback u
each ether, because economic analysis is a major fac-cr
determining the way in which to achieve *he prccur^^m




1 . D T f i ni n q Th s Frc cur em en - Obi ect ive
The procurement cbjec-iv« defines The szratrgy to be
employed in undertaking the acquisition of a particular
telecommunications system. The objective which the irili-iary
base tel ?ccmmun icat icns manager will choose should be an
expression of how telecommunications can enhance the acccm-
plishient of the administrative requirements of the base.
The procurement objective addresses the questions of:
(1) What is to be accomplished,
(2) How much is to ba done, and
(3) When it must be accomplished by.
This includes both quantifying the costs and qualifying the
benefits, which may, in turn, lead to a quantitative niodifi-
caticr cf the objective.
2iaecaus€ econoiic analysis is crucial to a complete
rocurement strategy, and because it tends to be the mcs-




2- Consid er in q Ihs .wa^s To ^^chigva The Objective
The next step is ^-o iiot all possible ways of
achievinc *h€ prccureicenr objective rind all the ccnstraints:
political, social, eccnomicy etc. Than work thrcugh the
options, beginning with the one whith ippea::s to be the best
and going down the entire list. This may point out poten-
tial t-ctl€ms which had not been ajparent, such as the
effect of introducing a new system on the workings of the
organization, impiem'snta tion conflicts, etc.. Th? results of
the procedure should be formalized in a written documen':.
3. C<=v eloping Oj^era tional Soeci t j.c?.tions
Cncs th€ objective and the preferred means for
obtaining it have been solidified, the next step is to
prepare the operational specificatio 'ns, a quasi-pict ure of
the future system which shows what the systam will do.
These specifications will includes the paysr::al requirem-nts,
deter irinaticn of whc will administer the ?ystem, how tne
system will be maintained, hew secu"i'y needs will be met,
and how performance will be aonitcreda It will also include
iTpleirentat ion plans and strategies to cov=r areas such as
pteparation and training of th^. futur? users, tests for
accepfance cf the new system, plans ror orderly transition
to the new system, and procedures viiich will be used to
handle the systetr expenses.
Additional issues to be addressed in -he cperaticr.al
sceci ficaticns include: the useful Life of the oresent
system/equipment; its residual value; and an estimace p -:h=





• Z^l-lLlkS. Zh." Functi onal Sgacif icaiions
By -v, -• ^ iiie the operational raquir^^m-n-s and
specif icsricns for th--^ d <iv system should be n<rarly ccnicl?t3,
giving a ccn:clet-=, consistent and irrsducibl^ definition of
the system -.o be acq aired. I- should se- forrh explicitely
everything which is required of the sys-em and only these
requirements. From th23e operational rsguiremen- s, the
governi!i = rt or vendor syctsms designers can begin to develop
the func-^icnal specifications which describe functional
perfcmance required ::f the sy 3teffl--3uch as system avail-
ability and integrity, usage data luring normal and peak
:ra3s and duration thess i3ies--ana rn - r-.unct lonai'^^^T
constraints --such as cost, availability of funding, data
required, physical location, power availability, maintenance
availability, etc. It should include full specifications
for the acc = ctanc'~ tests, specifics on how the system will
te iirpleien- ed and i.cm it can be enhanced and/or expanded,
and vendor req uir snents: such as procedures for training
users, what the supolier's lainteLance responsibilities will
b9, documentat ic :i, etc;. In developing the functional speci-
fications, the systsji. designers will need to continually
refer to th<=^ operatinai specifications in order to ensur?
feasibility and to search fcr inconsistencies. Thr more
accurate . li -r '^ I rational sp ecifications
,
hs more accurat
will b€ the function cl -rr oecifications .
:cor. omic Anaivsis
Inextricably connected with the decision of thi way
in which to achieve the procurement objective is a cost/
benefit, eccncmic analysis of the options available. The
procedure is iterative and step five feeds back ".o steps twc
through four and steps two through four feed back to step
five in such a way that economic analysis biccmes a i.a jor
tool in the decision of which system, if any, to procure.
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Hccr.cmic analysis of acquisition of n9w t €i^co!aiiiuni-
caticns -rguipmenr and/or sysT9in3 can, of itself, prova -c b-5
a vary wcithvihil^ exercise fcr the military bas= t =>lecoiniiiU-
nic.itioa= aanagsr to both aid him or her in selecting th<='
test E"=:a^s to satisty his or h^r goals, and to provide a
ci3ar presentation of alternatives when assistance frcn
cur.3:c€ agencies is required in order -o obtain fundinq; or
to inatle him or her to assist superiors in their decision
[caicing. Realizing that there are many and varied ways in
•which "he case -elecommuni ca-ions syst:?m can significantly
af fr^ct ".he setisfactcry accomplishment of the administr a-^.ive
load cf *:he tase, the base telecommunications manager should
undertar.e determ ina ticn of the costs and benefits cf =ach
pcssitlr course of action, and -ailor his or her system for
the cctiirum efficiency fcr the least cost. 22
c. Strategics
Although the goal of any economic analysis may
t^ -.0 .-/:;* ain maximum ben 5fits for minimal cost, this is not
always T.*tainable. Therefore, before the military base
teleccmicv nicstions manager begins the economic analysis, 'n-=^
or she rhculd decide which of the following strategies will
direc* -.] € croccsed acquisition:
(1) Maximize benefits for a given cost;
(2) Cttain a given performance objective at
minimum cost.
22The crccess is always simpler to describe than it is
to exrcutei and a case could be made to orove that economic
analysis is more an art than a science. But the orccess can
alsc prove to be informative and rewarding, and riference
manuals are available to assist in the process. Cne such
reference is ths Department of Defense Economic Analysis
Handtcck, published by the Defense r,conomic Analysis Council




b. Steps In The Econcmic Analysis Process
The process of economic analysis of acquisition
cf t€l3C0inraun ications equipment and/or ssrvic*^3 car. be
troksD down intc five distinct steps:
(1) Specify objec-ives and assump- ions
;
(2) Devise appropriate alternative courses
cf action;
(3) Determine the benefits or effectiveness
of e Lch al- ernat; ive;
(4) CCS- OUT these alternatives;
(5) Summarize, evaluate, and presen- the
ccst/be nef ii de-erminaticr. for the
alternatives
.
The G€fir.iticn cf the problem is the first and perhaps racst
difficult, but also the most important o~ep in the process.
(1) Specifying Objectives And Assumptions. The
objectives should be expressed as some fixed ?tandar.3 of
accomplishment-- for example, to provide -^he oase officers
access tc the oase commander or his deputy at any *ime, day
or night, within five minutes, with a ninety- five percent
probability of success, and within thirty minutes, with a
ninety-nine percent probability; or to make WATS lines
servicing six commands or tenant commands continuously rvai-
lable ninety-eight percent of the time. In fcrmula-ing a
statement cf objectives, the telecommunications manager
should consider the basic activity of the bas^ in quan*ifi-
able terms such as requisitions processed, training hours,
flight ncurs, =tc. He or she should also consider the
organizational product: personnel trained, exercises run,
machinery repaired, etc. Next tc be considered are extra-
organizational values such as quality of personnel trained,
reliability cf ship repairs, etc. Finally, social values
such as ability to contribute to the alleviation cf human
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s'jffaring iurir.g natural or man-mad^ disasters should b^
considered. From a clear notion of th-= procure men* chj€c-
tive, th€ teleccminunicatio ns manager can begin to consider
what contritut ion changes in the talacommunicat ions system
can make towards accomplishing the objective and the various
merhods and producxs involved in this accomplishment.
(2) Devising Appropriate Alternative Courses Of
Action. Once the cbjec-^ives have been established, the
teleccmmunicaticns isanager can begin to consider the alter-
natives which are available, or could be developed to aid in
cchievir:g this objective. During this search phase, he or
she mu£- endeavor to avoid toe many specifics, yet mast be
perscnnaliy very knowledgeable in the options available in
the telecommunications industry. Knowledge of the crevicus
history and s-ricturt of the telecominunicaticns industry and
cf the mcst recent developments in deregulation, and a
working knowledge of nany of the most common equipments and
services currently available, will greatly assist the mili-
tary base telecommunications manager daring this search
phase of the economic analysis process.
The telecommunications manager will want to
explore all feasible ways of meeting the cbiective defined
in step one. This will necessitate close interaction
between him or her and the people who are tasked with the
administration of The base, and with the person or persons
who will be making the decisions about whether or nc-^. to
acquire the proposed system or equipment. It also will
require interaction with the telecommunications industry,
and, depending on the magni'rude and/or complexity cf the
system involved, may also require employment of consultants.
Should consultants be r«=-quired, the consultants must be
given a clear understanding of what the telecommunications
manager wants to accomplish
—
the procurement objective— and
the military base telecommunications manager must be able to
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converse kncwiedgeably with the tslscommunicar.ion .=; :.:i'lu~-ry
exp= r ts.
To suppor-t and to reasonably limit -!;= piccass
of economic analysis, it is mandatorj to formula*:-- =. ?. 1 1 1-111 t a 9
assumpticr.s which undsrlis the study. If th^ assumptions
are valid, there should be some means of documenting their
validity. Certain assumptions should be considerrd a.^
mandatory, for example, the assumption of tha cccncmic lif9
of the equipnent or croject--is it limited in techncloaical
life, or is the future of the base limited by military or
political ccnsiderat icns. Also requirsd is -^-he assimctioi:
c: the period of comparison for different alt=rnatives
and/or benefit yield dates—dates by which the r-quired
services or equipment must be m place and operational.
Some alternatives may be less expensive and more beneficial
than others, but may not become feasible until after the
benefit yield date which rendars them unacceptablr because
they dc nc-^ prcvid€ results scon enough to be, utilized.
Some alternatives may be bet-er in the short run or in th-
long run than ar€ the other choices, and should De evaluate-1
as such.
(3) Determining The Benefits Cf Each
Alternative. During this phase of the process, seme cf the
previcus assumptions will have to be brought into play as
the telecommunications manager attempts to gi7= quantifiable
values tc the benefits which can be accrued by acquisition
cf each ci the differen- alternatives available. In this
endeavor, he or she may well want to seek out assistance
from a ccst analyst in the Comptroller's office.
Determining the value or benefit of an alterna-
tive is a four-step operation:
(1) list and define the relevant benefi-^s;




(3) Collect and •iisplay informa^ icr. for
benefit datermination; and
(U) Summarize, evaiuar^, and p:'^s5-nt th=
benefit determinations for th-r al-=rna-
tives.
To determine the relevant benefits, lis-: al] -che
benefits which may shed light on the economic analysis of
alt erna- ives , then defin? each benefir in rr:lutic'^ -c its
respective alternatives. At this s-age the -.elecrnifiiur ica-
tions iiarager will have just a description of each ten^^fit,
not a value judgement. Each benefit listed aiu.'i*- be- cl€ = rly
and concisely identifiable and distinguishable frc.r al2 'he
ether benefits, must be directly or indirectly laeasuiable
using valid techniques of analysis, and must be r-lat=d to
the objectives which the economic analysis i? atteipptirg to
facilitate, Soie catagorias into which benefi-^s cou2d be
divided are: production, productivity, operatiiivj effici'incy,
reliability, accuracy, maintainabilit y/con":r olTi abij ity,
manageability, availability, service life, quality,^ accept-
ability, ecology, economic, morale, safety, and Src:rity.
After the relevant benefits have been decided
upcn , they should be divided into two lists:
(1) Benefits where back.-up inf or ute. ticn is
available—tell where the inior2iaticn is
and hew to get it; and
(2) Eenefits where bacjc-np inforiraticn is
net available— tell the proposed me- hod
for obtaining the information.
Collection of the infcrmation needed for d'^ter-
minaticn of benefits will require cooperation between
specialists in the field and individuals ]cnowl<=dqeable in
the disciplines concerned. On a small scale this will be
the military base telecommunications aanager and the cost
analyst from the Comptroller's office, and on a large scale
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this will involve =5xp6r*3 ir. acquisition techniques at a
higher eschelon who will bs a- "^lapting zo identify the best
m-rans by which 'O achieve the object".ve established by the
teleccmiDurica-ions manager.
(4) Cosuing Our Aluar natives. Es-ablishing
costs may be as simple as consulting lariffs, or competitive
rate schedules; or it may be as coirpiex as paramstric cost
estimating. In some cases the esr. i:iato.rs may have a great
deal of experience and knowledge in the area which will
allow them to estimate costs of individual ccnponents ir. -he
sys-ejE and -^c sum these costs up -.0 get a good es-ima-e of
the CCS- of the sys-em. This i:? f>:nown as the indus-.rial
engineering method cf cost sstimc.tion. ?arame-ric cost:
estimating assigns an estimated cost to the various parame-
ters cf the system. This method inquires historical data
from previous projects which may not be available, or may be
difficult tc determine. - ^xy-f^-iufficient data is available.
regression analysis iiay be applied in crder tc
the data and obtain representative ;?';st3.
If parametric cost ^stirnjtinc is used, several
pitfalls must bs avoided. The user m'jst b= aware of the
source cf the estimate and the pcrpose for which it is
intended, and must not attempt to 'itply the estimate b<=yond
its natural limits. Squatione whn.ch may adequately describe
one system may not oe preiictive cf another system.
Consistency of detail is essential— s.g. dollar figures must
te adjusted for constant year dollars, and measurements must
t'= in like unit 3.2
3
23>jcminal dollars are dollar measurements th^t are not
restated for fluctuations in the general ourchasmg power of
the monetary unit, whereas constant dollars are nominal




A -hird analytic ais-hcd is ~ha dr.iiogy nie-hci
simply a judgment bas9d on kr.o-rfi€-dge of similar products or
sirailai concepts, Experience-s at czh^z niiliTary bas = s ncay
t9 quite useful for this method of analysis.
Procurement financing aiternr.tivtrJi shO'Uld ^.Iso
te weighed: shon-term rental; straight leass; Lease with
nego-^iatsd payment drag; full payout leas-5 ; l?.asT with right
to purchase as the end of tera; etc. In th' fast-changing
world of teleco mirunications , short-ter-T? con-^ract; which do
not ti= the user to a specific ^.echnology fo-j a lang period
of tine may te a distinct advantage.
Intrinsic cost savings which T.ight beoome avai-
lable shculd also be included: p-rscn:.el ^eduction;
removal/reduction of on-call niain-.enance payments due tc
purchase cf more reliable equipment; etc.
The telecommunications manager iiust evaluate all
the purchase/lease alternatives in addi^ssin.-i his or her
decision, or for presenting superiors nc' only appropriate
decision criteria, but sound recommenda tiers ^s w-rll.
Bearing the process of drt^r mi:. '.ig costs ani
tenefi-s is a a cod time to r^viaw what has a:ne
and tc add or delete items from e lis rel =van-
benefits.
(5) Evaluating Altarnati ves. ^any techniques
are available for summarization, evaluation;, and presenta-
tion cf the ccsts and benefits: graphic anal/.^is, regression
analysis, indexing, decision theory, marginal analysis,
ratios, linear programming, mathematical and economic
sta-istical modeling, polling— such as the Delphi
me~hcd--etc. Displays should be arranged in order of signi-
ficance, and, if possible, benefits should be combined to
give a composite score for each alternative in order to
reduce scire of the detail. Another device which :nay be
useful is to convert actual output to some common factor
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such as dcll.-=rs. Tafcie II .-hcvs simplas of bsnsfit d^-^rmi-
raticr displays.
T-r - ~ a V ,J.1: costs and uansrr.ts can^- -t- <^ ."-. measured on cor.-i-
cuous scale£--dcliais p^r y^ar, availabili-y p =r t im-^
period, e-ic. --graphic displays may grsa-ly facilira-:^ the
presentation of data. It ii'ay be useful to select eithr^r a
fixed cost or a fixed benefit ocheiule and detsrmine hew the
alternatives will vary over t: ne. If the presentation is in
terms of nonsinal dollars (net discounted to include th^
factor cl infla-^ion), the presentation way havs to be
repeated using constant (cirrent year) dollars also.
Depending en initial strategy, the alternatives nay be
ranked according to:
(1) I=a3t cos": for a given l^vel cz effec-
tiveness;
(2) Kost effectiveness for a given czs^
-iiO . _ ^ -. .1 .
,
• (3) largest ratio :^f effectiveness -^o cost.
The graphic toimc.t method of presentation for
decision making permits rankivig over a range of time, and it
allows the decision lakr- r to cee at a glance all the infor-
mation which might be lost ir. a tabular maze. Figure 8.1
shows the entire process oi coapar«ng alternat iv=:s using
graphic analysis. figure 8.2 shows four m=thods of
comparing costs and benefits where one alternative is
clearly dominant. Alternative A3 dominates ail the others
(has lower total costs for anv level of benefit) , regardless
of h€ dollar base chosen. '7.uB decision is clear-cut and is
constrained only by the budge- limitations. Figure 8.3 adds
the factor of budget limitation. If the budget is expected
to be at the level EH, then levels ZH1, EH2, and Eh3 of
ef f ectivesness can be achieved with alternatives Al, A2, and
A3, respectively. The alternative which has the greatest
tenefit for the expected budget constraints ranks highest.
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Tha iir.uatiTn is ::i:r-th=»r complicarsd when" the facicr of
unc^rt^iinty about the data is added zo -he analysis. Figure
8.^ chews tho situcition when there is no srricT. dominance
and a wide range ol: uncertaint ity in evaluating costs and
bene fits.
If complete dominance of one alternative ever
the ethers does no" occar, or if it occurs for constant
dollars tu- .?rt for discounted dollars, then further
analysis c! oer.sfits over time is necessary. Figure 8.5
shows benefits graphed againsi time for three cases: dciri-
nance ever tiia-^^ no dominance over time, and uncertainly and
no dcniinanace c^er time. If an assumption of economic life
has fceen mado, tl:en the decision maJcar can select the
alternative which mazimizes benefits over th-:^ economic life
scan . 2*
D. CCNCiaSICS
For scT.e of the procurements undertaken for the base by
the rasr t slc-^c o imu;! icat ion s manager, many cf the above
procedures may be m'sraly implicit or even unnecessary. For
ethers, thr complexity of the analysis will require? the
assistanc--^ c i consultants from within or frcra outside the
gcvernmer.t. But in all cases, going through the complete
analysis-— and particularly the co3t/ben=fit economic
analysi3--'.<ill help reduce the chances of making inappro-
priate ehciceSf and will increase the chanc-=s of selecting
the best cf the feasible alternatives. If th= military base
^elaccmmunications manager is not the decision maker, bu-
rather performing a staff function for his or her superior.
2*Alrkcugh muct mere complex situations can be
presented, this paoer is not intended to be an exhaustive
treatise on econcmic analysis. For more details, see refer-
ence U6. For a guide for critiquing economic analysis,
(aodifiid from raferance 46), see Appenaix B.
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the evidence of a conple-e, thorough analysis and the cl=ar,





Sanples Of Eemefit Determination Displays
Eenefits (Ir. order Mode of Aopraisal Al-ema-ives
(of significance) or Measur^menT: (All years)
A. Quantifiable Benefits
1. Productivity # of line items per 100 50
manhour
2. Accuracy in ooera- Stockpick=r errors 12 6
tion ' per 1000 line irams
iss ued
3. Customer Satis- % shipped on time 10% 90^
fact icn
U, Safs-y Employee accidents 3 1
per year
(Composite Score If Possible)
E. Nonquantifiabla Benefi-s
1. Morale Concensus of Climbina lad- Desirable
enDloyse ders is net flarerial
opinions desirable; easire to










































































































Fagurs 8.1 The Process cf Comparing Altarnativ^s.
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rresaming that the ffiilitary basa telephone systsm is
airsady in piac<=, or that nsw equipni<=nt or services are
tv'i-cj in;:tallsd, the next phase of laanagement development
for the military tase telecommunications manager is tc
e.itablish an efficient and effective day-tc-day management
f^t:.--:: t
€gy . The emphasis should be on utilizing the typ^s of
sound ap:.:rcachs to management which will serve to facilitate
smooth oiperations, yet will be flexible enough to be useful
in crisi;i or emergency situations. Like sound acquisition
£tritegi':S, good day-to-day management strateaiss b-gin with
•^he objective cf enhanced administrative efficiency and
cost-effective communications, and flow from this objective.
A. TEIECCaMONICaTIOU MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
With a clear understanding cf the purpose for which the
tis'- tel =coirmunica ticns system has been es"^ablished, the
base tel ^ccmmun icat icns manager can develop a set of manage-
i^^n- C£j=ctives with which he or sha can approach day ~o day
decisions. The following is a sample list of teleccraraunica-
-t-io-.s system objectives:
(1) Understanding the structure, applica-.icn,
capabilities and limitations cf the
installed telephone system;
(2) Knowing wher=r communications dcllars ar-
Going and whether or not the services being
provided are sufficient and satisfactory;
(3) Planning and implementing services which
suppcrt the organization's work sys-=ms:
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(U) at*:3iipTing to reduce or a- leas- ccr.trol
communications costs -hroiigh avenues cf cos'
avoidance and cos- reduction;
(5) Froraoting ccst awareness a- all organiza-
tional levels;and
(6) Anticipa-ing future needs and planning to
meet them.
E. DiY-TC-DAY MSNAGEMENT
Over and atove the infcraa-icn gather =d during the
procurement of hardware, services, and maintenance, the base
teleccmtaunicaticrs lanager must have access to coiipleti
docuirentaticn for the equipment and services which conprise
the tase telecommunications system. Documentation that -.he
telaccmmunications manager should have (where applicable)
includes
:
(1) Circuit laycut records,
(2) Network maps,
(3) A hardware and software cross-reference
guide,
(4) All network vendor maintenance reccris,
(5) Software listings by network task and ccmpo-
ne n t
,
(6) All user-si ta telephone numbers and indivi-
dual contacts,
(7) An interface/component, maintenance history
log located at each user or nodal site,
(8) Circuit-control telephone contact index and
log,
(9) A total system maintenance history,




(11) Network redundancy iocaiicns and r.vi-cr.ing
cr it
€ria,and
(12) Vender contractual or tariff comrni-Sr-nf?.
In addition to document a-ion, -he mili-ary bas«5 ~el<?cca-
mun:.caticrs manager must try -co make the sys-sin user
friendly by establishing clear, easily followed prccsdares
for the telecommunications system, and prciulga-ing -:h=s-=
cpararing procedures to concerned personnel in an e-ffective
manner. Examples cf operating procedures which ims"- be
carefully formulated are:
(1) Operating manuals by network compcn^nt,
(2) Comprehensive view of network operations,
(3) Trouble tickets,
(U) Preventative maintenance proc<=dures,
(5) Fallback -echniques,
(6) Escalation levels,
(7) Diagnostic techniques by component or typti
cf trouble,
(8) Standards of performance quality by ccnico-
nent , and
(9) Disaster protection or recovery man'ial.
C. HAINTINANCB
''
• Besponsi bill t ies
In the past there was no economic advantage to ~
user in self- ma in te ranee of telephone equipment and wiring
because the cost of maintenance was built into the gvneral
tariff rates. As a result of Computer Inquiry II, this will
soon nc longer be the case. As the industry's customers
participate increasirgly in management of their own telecom-
munications systems, they will need to develop their cwn
strategies for dealing with the systems' maintenance. One
strategy that large organizations are adopting is to set up
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wha- amcunts re their own communications company. AlTihcugh
Federal Express Inccrpora red was not -anhappy v/i-:h AT&T
services, it is convinced that you ca.n ge- b'=--'.-£r servic=-
less expensively by doing it yourself. "If yc-j crjn-.rol your
own network, you have more incanxiva zo iaiprcvr its reli-
ability," says James L. Barksdala, Senior Vicc.-oresident
[Hef . 2: p. 66. ].
2« -laintaininq Feliabi lity
The relevance of the issue of reliable er.d-"^.c- end
servica was reaffirired in a December, 198 1, g-?vernm=nt
r^pcr- on the ouiage da.a on two categories zf th^ National
Communications System Priority One Circuit .^--circuits-
intended 'o provide service to the most cri'-ical users in
the national security community. [Ref. 47: p. 23.]. Iha-^
analysis, covering the period of Frsbraary 1 thrcagr. Jun«: 30,
1981, determined that a total of tar93 hundred dnd m/o i302)
discrete outage incidents were reported to the DCa/DCS
CperatiDns Center affecting ninety-eight (98) separate
Priority Cns circuits of the eleven hurxdred and s^.y-t nty-nine
{^^'^9) such circuits .provid=^d in the continental Urited
Stat'^s exclusivrly by the Bell Sv3tem« For the "^hree
hundred and eighty-seven (387) Priority One circuits
provided in C9NUS by a combination of 3eil Syst-^m -.nd ether
carriers, the analysis found that on= hundr~i and eighteen
(118) separate circuits had been reported as having experi-
enced outages, with five hundred and sixteen (516) discrete
cutage incidents. The analysis thus indicated 'hat eigh*-
point three percent (3. 3^) of the exclusively 3^=11
System-provided Priority One circuits experienced outages
during the measurement interval, while almost -hirty-cne
percent (31%) of the combination Bell
System-other-carrier -pro vid ed Priority One circuits sxr=^ri-
enced outages. Fuithermore, the total outage time for
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exclusively Bsil S ys^sm -or cvidrd Priority One circuit? was
thir"t€8n hundred and tw-^-'n^-V- six hc-i-rr-i (1326), which ^q'la-ed
to down-tim'r of thr**^ point on- p'j.vcaa': i3.1%), and a -^otal
r«^3ourc9 availability of nin1f•y-^rix point nin? prrcen-
(96. SI); while for -he combination of Bell
Sys-em-cther-carrie r-cir cui ts, the total outage tii^ was
fourteen hundred and fifty heirs (1450) or a down -time of
twelve point three percent (12<.3%) with a total resource
availability of eighty-seven point seven perc=nt (87.7'^).
The Sell System has his-orically s-riven for
extremely high transmission quality and call ccmpl^tion
probability. Its ccmpetitors vic-w these quali-^.y standards
as excessively high and have engineered their products and
services to lower traffic perforaiance criteria [ Sef - 16: p.
162]. The competitors' success in the larketplace seems to
indicate that the lower standards 2^6 acceptable to signifi-
cant numbers of cus-^c iters. 'Jnl ~ss the cus^^cmer is willina
to pay a premium for higher perfwrmarce, lower ne-wcrk
performance may veil become the nor;?. for the Bell System as
well since AT&T is forced to respond to competitive
pressures.
Dntil the dramatic change ir. s-.rategy by the Bell
System m December cf 1981 a.~ a result of the pressures of
the antitrust suit. Bell had had =-. vested interest in making
quality a ploy for proving to the government the irapor-^ance
cf maintaining the Bell System nat'arel monopoly as a nation-
wide telecommunications network; and judges in the anti-rust
suit brought by MCI Telecommunications Incorporated against
ATST (and confirmed by the appeals court even though the
appeals court returned the suit to the lower court for
further adjudication) have ruled that ATST has violated
antitrust laws by delaying, disrupting or providing inappro-
priate connections for HCl's long distance service
CRef. ug]. The clear implication is that ATST was not
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providing appropriate qiial:.ty facilities tc its long
distar.Cc comp'r-iii^ors , Whsth-rr this can be prcv'=^n or net,
there is every rsascr. to believe that the recent changes in
the telicomiEUiiicatior.s industry vill lead to degradation in
overall service and circuit and equipment maintenance, and
the military bass telecommunications manager will nesd -o be
keenly aware of the option? available to him or her
regarding maintenance of the bas-: systam.
Another cause for c?nc=rn is the demise of th?
near ly-indistructable telephone irstrument. All the
previous incentives to build a lone-lasting, cost-is-no-
cbject instrument have been reversed, and th'^
telecommunications manager will be f creed to prepare a ^ight
s = t of performance specifica^iions foi' the equipment that he
orders in order to ensure receiving adequate quality in the
equipient purchased for the base»25
The FCC registr at ic;; piograii; offers the equicment
purchaser some assistance in cb-^aining quality by requiring
certain technical standar:li3 for interconnected telephcne
equipiert, though the in':ent oi this program is to pr=v=nt
possible harm to th? telephone network, not to guarantee
equipirer.t quality.
Services such as the Mavy may find it cost effective
to do their own mair.ten^.nce on base instrumrn*3 and wiring
in a manner similar to -hat pr^-isently accomplished by the
Army
.
The al-^ernative of electing to continue to hav= the
local telephone company (30C or Independent) maintain equip-
ment and wiring procured from and installed by the ccmpany
is viable, but would also require additional contracts with
2S0ne strateay recommended to consumers interested in
purchasing ncn- t-=le chone company instruments is to ha'Vz: a
telephone comoany-supplied instrument as a backup in cass
the hsw instrument fails.
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CGHiparies prcviding equipment no- cb-ained from -h^i local
telsphcne ccfnparjy, and would do ncrhing to address -h= prob-
lems a33cciat9d wit^i long distance services. A -hird
alz=5riiat 178 is t; trird-iDarty maintenance in which--for a fixed
fes--a ccntiactor wou!ld manage the maintenance for all the




X. SDMMAEI hM CONCLOSIOM
&. SQH9AB7
This thesis has presented an cvsrview cf zh^ ~<=c-.v.-
dramatic changes in the t-r'l ecoamunicatior.s industry in crdar
to ohcvi hew these changes will ?ffect future snilitary bas^
acninistrativs tTlephona and data communications. A short
'^"oursicn into th? history of the telecommunications
i.-.dustry has revealed that thare has been a significant
amount of interaction between the indus-^ry and *he federal
gcverrmert, specifically a clcse alliance between th-
D-5part3ient of Defense and the American Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation, and a close regulatory relationship
between the entire industry and the Federal Commun ica-i tns
COTimissicn sines the birth of the Commission in 193U.
Increases in competition in the telecommunications industry
i". th€ last twenty-five years have been dsal- with in detail
in ordrr to discern the causes and the effects cf these
i.":crease3, and -^o determine what effects th^y will hav2 on
military base telephone communications facilities and
Cc-pafcilities.
Coinciding with the recent influx of competitors and
products into the telecommunications industry have been two
c-^jor events, the FCC Computer Inquiry II Decision, and the
Consent Agreement between AT&T and the Department of
Justice. These three currents have come together to fcrm a
tidal wave which is battering the structure of the industry
and the way in which customers deal with the industry.
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E. NEW IITL2: MILITSBY BASE TSLECOHaUNICATIONS HANAGER
Because thess events and their offsets simply car.ncv bs
igriorsd, the military base telephone officer cr ccmaiur.ica-
tions officer who is responsible for providing
teleccmniunications services and equipment for his or her
base will be forced to adopt a more ac-ive approach rewards
managing the base telecommunica-tiicn system. 3ecause of -his
necessary change in the job of rhe t elephone/communica-icns
officer, this paper has redefined the zitle Df the posi-icn
to "military base teleccmmu nica-icns manager".
Several requisite facets of whis new role have been
presented in -his paper:
(1) The need to understand wha-:: has been -he nature
of the telecommunications industry in the pas-;
(2) The need to understand what effects the the
dramatic increase in competition will have on
the industry ;
(3) The need to be aware of the relationship te-^ween
the telecommunications industry and the federal
gov ernment
;
(U) The need to k.ncw the contents of the "FCC
Computer Inquiry II Decision;
(5) The need to l^now the provisions of the Consent
Agreement between AT&T and DOJ;
(6) The need to understand what effect all cf the
preceding events will have on the role of the
telecommunications manager; and
(7) The need to be able tc recognize what new oppor-
tunities are becoming available;
The simple environment of doing business with a public
utility which handles all the details for providing all the
services r = quir3d tc meet the customer's ne-^^ds is gene
forever. No longer can the t '^lecommunications industry be
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treated as cn» mcnolithic entity which provides the- ccT.r-l^tr
network ar.d all the equipment to connee- users "-.c "is^r-rs.
viherever they may be, just as the alec-ric company provides
power au the plug in -he wall in such a manner that the
nul- iplicity of sources and the interconnec-ior. of posi^r
grids is transparent to the user.
In order -co test assist the base commander by providing
a telecommunications system which will signifies; n~ly enhanc=^
the administrative efficiency of the base personnel and will
provide the best services for the least costs, the irilitary
base t elecommunicaticns manager must indeed be a manriaer,
and must employ all the modern management techniqu-s at his
cr her disposal. Cne approach to developing ".?. effective
ao^a is:Lt icn strategy has been presented in some detail ir.
crder to give a practical example and m order -o indicate
some of the benefits which can accrue from using good
management techniques.
C. HaBAGEMElIT ISSUES
Day-by-day management of the base telephone systsiD w:.ll
also demand careful, skillful planning and execution of nis
or her responsibilities by the base teleccinmunica ~ : -"n.-
manager in crder to keep track of the system in the cooiplex
industry environment of the 1980 's. As the scope of respon-
sibility cf the military base telecommunications marager
broadens, the need for sound day-to-day management to ensure
a high level of service becomes increasingly cri-^ical. Over
end above the procurement of hardware, servic=s, and mainte-
nance, the military base telecommunications manager must
have access to ccmplete documentation for his or her system,
and must provide users with a set of well-defined, yet
simple, procedures fcr use of the system.
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iHany other management issues can oe rais'^d aan will T.-.^i
to b€ resolved in crder to snsurs productive rrtanag'-^ T)=T.t
,
For example, in the future, special (dedicated) circuits
between states will te subject to regulation cy at least -wc
public utility commissions and thr FCC. The t^leccriifiuiiica-
tions manager will need to be aware of what regrji-.- inq-
agencies will be governing the circuits serving the tas'^ jmi
any special requirements the agencies may iirocse.
Quality cf services has been wcr se when AT5T Bell Sy^teip
companies had to deal with independent coaipaniis such a.= '-^T~
or '1CI. The experts do not agree whath=-r -his situc.tic".
will improve or will get worse after divestiture fir i;-
unclear whether reduced reliability was due to over ts^xii-cr
facilities, inferior equipment, or inferior service frcu thi-
cell System companies), but this is a potentially seriou::
problem which the telecommunications manager nust be aware
cf and must monitor closely.
Technical standards will probably be Isss strirg^n-ly
followed, presenting potential large headaches for the -ele-
communicaticns manager.
One important unresolved legal issue which may hav^
gre'a* impact on how the telecommunications manaaar manages
the base telecommunications system is whether or net gradu-
ates cf military technical schools qualify under FCC Bnles
and Regulations, Part 68, to provide the required affi^javi-:
that installations of key systems, PBX's and similar, more
complex systems comply with Part 68 [Ref. 1*9 ]•
D. TBE FUTCRE OF REGULATION
Th= nilitary base telecommunications managsr mus*
continue to study the telecommunications industry and to
k=ep himself or herself abreast of the developments both
within and without the industry. Some tentative predictions
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c-.n fcs mad? en th9 basis cf pr?^'/icus history accat -h-,
futur€ activi-y of gcvernmpn-ai r3guiatory aqencies, the
future fein-s and jafcs within "he industry. ar-d how all of
th^T atcv€ will continue to ks=? the Uc3«r*.= wcrld in a state
cf flux.
The aTtP.mp': ty Representative Timothy 2. Wir'ih, Head of
the Kcuse Telecommunications Subcommi-~ e?,, to •.:€vlse the
1934 Ccnununicaticns Act died this past sucui^l du-r zc parli-
mentary tactics by supporters of ATST. iiowsv^r, "he bill of
Sanatcr Robert Packwccd, S.398, had passea the S<=nate and
Congressional revision of the 193i; CommL-nicat ions Act is
still highly probable. It is not at all i::. likely tha-^ the
Eell SysteT's competitors will again sco' be besieging
Congress and the FCC to protect thaa against ^vTST,.
The fCC continues to take a hands- of r. approach. "or
examcle, it has refused to imocse re a u la '-ions on dir<=ct
satellite-tc-hom e broadcasting in crdf:?: -.-.o -lIIcw this
service to enter the market sooner anvl to ala.ow o-osts to be
minimized [Ref. 27: Pcrward^ p. 3].
In April 1980, the FCC proposed to eli.iina-:e restric-
tions en -^he resale and shared use of services cf
in- ernat ional common carriers and to allow COMSAT to deal
directly viith so-called end users, and no+ jast with common
carriers [Bef. 27].
This set of domestic and inter nation;.! common carrier
decisions and proposals indicates that th-. Commission is
trying *:o deregulate many ccmpeti" ively-suc olied services
regardlrss cf the fact that they may have been tr?ated
legally as ccmmon-carriers- provided services in the pas^.
If the trend towards deregulation continues, long-
distance rates may also be deregulated. If this should be
the case, AT&T may argue that ABI»s status as a fully sepa-
rated subsidiary is nc longer necessary since th<=
possibility of subsidizing an unregulated company with the
lao

profits frc3 a rf?gulat6d ir.dusxry will no lono'^r b= ^r.
issue. Unlsss com ceti-io n is ibl^ to make siqr.if ican-
inroads ir.-c -h9 dominanc'=: of AT&T in th9 long-dis-ance
market, and is able to k-is p f.5I Lrom dominating the equip-
ment and enhanced services market;s, the prospect of ATST
emerging as a completely anreguliited monopoly seems very
real indeed [Eaf. 32: p. 116]. At the very least, freed
from the need tc subsidize -he
.
Local ne-^works, the Bell
System Long lines Division should be in a position where it
may quite well drive its ccipetitors out of business in
short order.
The state public utiiiti^ri comnissions will have to act
very responsibly for the next several years, or they may see
services datericrats as the local companies at-^empt to
operate under their new structure with no "deep pocket"
available tc bail theni out cf trouale.
However, it shculd be p:intsd out that many in the
industry have already begun th^ir plans for when th=
pendulun begins its inevitable return swing. In fiscal year
1983, MCI intenls tc spend aore than half of i-^s expected
one billion dollars revenue on plant expansion. Larry
Kampwiith, KCI's Chicago branch manager has stated that it
is his belief that, "The day ie coming when resale nc Icnger
will be allowed. Resale is not forever, just as TEIPAK was
net forever, ani these who continue to build their networks
will remain" [Hsf- 5 1].
One issue which still reroains very clcud-d is who will
pay fcr access charges for long distance services (inters-
tate and inter-LAIA) , and how much will they be.
Hepresentative '*Jirt.h has indicated the magnitude of the
potential effect of this change in billing structure:
"...the average bill is $10, and under the FCC plan (to hav<=
customers pay the access charge) an access charge could be
$7" [Bef. 52: p. 23], (The FCC may select to phase in
access charges over a long period to mitigate their effect.)
iai

It, as presently appears to bs the case, users will pay
th= access cha^g^s, they will undoubrsdly be lockir.g abcu-
fcr alt£rna':ives. When this issue was brought up at a pr^ss
con^BrsiiCS following the initial announciment of the
ATST/COJ Ccnsent Acrreement, bcth Charlas Brown, the Chair mam
cf AT6T, and Willi eiin Baxter, the Assitant Attorney General,
warn€c ti-at if accciss charges were set at unreasonably high
levels, ir-cTor hastiness telephone users and long distance
companies i«culi establish altsrnatives that would bypass the
local t-£iephor.e i.etworks entirely. "Ths very siacle
aconccic and t schnclogica 1 currents will bs bound to
happen," f.r. Brcwr said. "I'm talking about antennas on
rooftops. I' x talking about cablas, microwave and cellular
radio which will c'o directly to customers and bypass the
local plant if it costs too luch to connect to it"
[Ref. 53].
E. TEE FUTDHE OF 'J'Hl TEL2C0MM0NICATI0SS INDOSTRT
Witnifi th'? telecommunications industry itself, many
firms a.:e rushing to fill the vacuum which will be left by
the end cf -^he ver^.ical integration cf the Bell System. In
mid-198.i (u-iless the FCC or DOJ intervene) GTE will acguir'=
all "the stock of' Southern Pacific's communications and
satellite subsidiaries including the SPRINT long distanc<=^
s-rvice. The chair iran of MCI Telecommunications Inc. has
challenged this entry of GTE into the long distance business
en antitrust grounds and vows to fight it "all *he way"
[Raf. 54].
Some industry participants are convinced that there will
he mar.y forthcoming cooperative ventures and mergers. In
August, MITEL Corp., the Canadian maker of ?BX systems,
joined with satellite equipment maker. Scientific A-lanta,
Inc., to design, irake and sell private communica-ions
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networks; and in early January, 1983, Scier.tific Arlania,
Inc. , raporTsd that it had complatsd acguisi-^.icn of Digital
•7idec Systeis, Inc., Toronto, a communications -rguipment
naJcsr. Also last summer, RCA Corp. agreed to acguire Cylix
Commun icaticns Network, Inc., to enter -he U.S. data ccmmu-
nicaticns business. Most customers, "...don't want tc buy
piece carts and put the sysrera together themselves,"
explains William R. Becklean, an analyst with Kidder,
Feabcdy and Company [Ref. 55]. The industry is ttcling up
to offer package deals and complete systems.
F. CCHCIOSICH
If this E-aper has raised more questions with the r?a3er
Than it has answered, then it has been successful.
P.ecognizing that the answers which were acceptable in the
past are no longer good enough, and gaining insights into
asking the right questions is the first step that must be
taken by the military base commander and the military base
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& GOIDE F05 REVIEHING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
A. Th€ Objective, Assumptions and Al-^rnativrrs
1. Is -ha problem s-ated the raal probiern?
2. Are all rsasonabla assump-icr3 id^ntifii] '..il
= xp 1 a in e d ?
3. Are assumptions toe restrictive? Too Bread?
4. Are intuitive judgments identified as such? Are
uncertainties treated as facts? Can -hs fsctz be
verified?
5. Are any feasible alternatives omit-^ed?
6. Are the alternatives well defined and discret??
DC they overlap?
E. The Benefit Determination
1. Dees the analysis ignore some pcrtion cf -0".al
output?
2. 'yjere the criteria used to measure benefits jr.sti-
fied by the cont ex- of the study?
3. was the benefit, in fact, unmeasurabl e' has
there been a rational assessment cf nrn-
guantifiable factors?
4. Was expert opinion used? Were these excerts
properly qualified?
C. The Cost listimate
1. What costing method was used? Is it apprcpr i'-te?
2. Are all relevant costs included? Are directly
related support and training costs included?
3. Does the study indicate why certain costs were
considered relevant and others not?
4. Are sunk costs excluded?
1U6

5. Are the sources of cos- da~a included? Ars they
fl cc u r at e ?
6. Are the ccst =;3t iisating rt-lationships valid, if
the paramerric m o+hod was assJ? Are extrapola-
-ions used without, proof?
E. Selecting From Alternatives:
1. Are the recommandatiors logic?.lly derived from
the material?
2. Is interference from co-iX":3n;Tiv= or parallel
operations ianor ed?
3. Are the recommendations f^asibl^ in th= real
world of political, cultural, c : policy consider-
ations?
4. Are the recommendations intairively satisfying
and supportable? Should "a fortiori" analysis b^
conducted in favor of a certain .ilternative?
5. Are the reccmmenda tions based en significant
differenc€s between the alt^^rni'". ives?
6. Is an uncertainty analysis needed to see how the
analysis would change under diffenent assump-
tions? W=re the methods and so.ire 93 of th= s" udy
adequately documented?
7. Do benefits exceed costs for alternatives consid-
ered?
6. li^ere present value estimates as-rd?
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